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Abstract
We provide a $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{U}1}’ \mathrm{a}1$ deduction systenls $\lambda_{exr}$. of classical propositiollal logic and
prove proof theoretical and colnputational properties of the systelll. The intro-
duction of $\lambda_{C\mathrm{J}\prime}.$. is a consequence of $0\iota 11^{\cdot}$ observations of the existence of a special
form of cut-free $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}$ in $LK$ , which we call $LJK$ proofs with illvariants. We
first show the existellce of $LJK$ proofs with illvariants for any classical theorem.
Although $LJK$ proofs are classical proofs, they have the disjunction $\mathrm{P}^{\Gamma \mathrm{O}}1$) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$ in
sonle sense, alld we can derive a general $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\iota 11$ of Glivenko’s theorenl from them.
We show the following property: a strict fraglnent of $\lambda_{exc}$ that is complete wit,$\mathrm{h}$ re-
spect to $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}11$)$\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}_{\backslash }$ a translation from arbitrary proofs to $LJK$ proofs: the
Church-Rosser $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}_{\mathrm{P}}\mathrm{e}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$ and the Strong Normalization of $\lambda_{cxc}$ ; and an isonlorphism
betweell $\lambda_{\epsilon xc}$. alld Parigot’s $\lambda\mu$-calculus. Secondly, we introduce a call-by-value ver-
sion of $\lambda_{exc}$ and prove the following properties: the $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}_{-}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}1^{\cdot}$ property; the
CPS-translation fronl $\lambda_{\mathcal{E}i\mathrm{r}}^{U}\mathrm{r}$ to $\lambda^{arrow}$ and its correctness; and a computational use of
the logical inconsistency in $\lambda_{exc}^{v}$ , extended with a certain signature.
1 Introduction
The computational meaning of prook has been investigated in the wide field of not only
intuitionistic logic $[\mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{a}80][\mathrm{H}\mathrm{N}88][\perp \mathrm{N}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{a}9\overline{0}]$ and constructive type theory [NPS90] but
also classical logic $[\mathrm{G}_{\Gamma}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}90][\mathrm{M}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}91][\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{i}92][\mathrm{B}\mathrm{B}93][\mathrm{R}\mathrm{S}94]$ and modal logic [Koba93]. Al-
gorithmic contents of proofs can be applied to obtain correct programs in the sense of
satisfying logical $\mathrm{s}_{1}$)$0.\mathrm{C}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$ . In this paper, our motivation is to study a computational
aspect of a simple classical natural deductioll system based on our proof theoretical ob-
servations of a special $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}\iota 1$ of cut-free proofs in $LK$ , and to apply such a proof theoretical
property to programming via the Curry-Howard isomorphism.
In sequent calculi, we can usually distinguish classical systems and intuitionistic sys-
tems by a cardinal restriction on the right side of the sequent $[\mathrm{S}^{r_{\mathrm{J}}}/\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}69]$ [Take87]. Especially
in some systems like $L’J$ [Mae54], the Beth-tableau system in [TD88], and $IL>$ [Sche91],
this restriction is critical. We first show that at most two kinds of formulae on the right
side arc enough to prove arbitrary theorems in classical propositional logic. To verify
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this, we introduce the notion of $LJK$ proofs with invariantsl. On the other hand, struc-
tural rules in logic are so important and fundamental that they draffiically change logical
systems without logical symbols.and the decidability of logical systems depend on them.
This notion is obtained by carefully c.onsidering the use of right contraction rules. Careful
consideration naturally leads to separation of the succedent into two parts, i.e., a contrac-
tion allowed part and a forbidden part. In one of them, we can expect some disjunction
property. We discuss that the right contraction rules can be applied to certain subfor-
mulae among the given formulae. The subformulae to which the right contraction rules
are applied are specified in terms of the notion “invariant” of $LJK$ prooffi. Moreover, the
invariant notion plays an $\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}_{\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ role in embedding classical proofs into intuitionistic
prooffi. That is, depending on the invariant $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{e}^{}$ have distinct embeddings.
Simple examples of $LJK$ proofs (to be defined later) of the Peirce’s law are given
below. The following proofl will be called an $LJK$ proof of $((A\supset B)\supset A)\supset A$ with
an invariant $A$ , and proof2 an $LJK$ proof with an invariant $((A\supset B)\supset A)\supset A.$ Ill
$LJK$ proofs, the right side of each sequent is such that every occurrence of the right
side, except for at most one occurrence, is the same as the invariant. From proofl, one
can easil.$\mathrm{v}$ obtain $\urcorner Aarrow((A\supset B)\supset A)\supset A$ $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}arrow((A\supset B)\supset A)\supset\neg\neg-4$ in $LJ$ ,
respectively. In proof2, the application of the right contraction rule is delayed to the end,
and the $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}$ is translated into a proof of $\neg(((_{\sim}4\supset B)\supset-4)\supset A)arrow((A\supset B)\supset A)\supset A$
in $LJ,$ $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}^{\cdot}\mathrm{h}$ is a consequence of Glivenko’s tlleorenl.
proofl:
$\frac{\wedge 4arrow A}{Aarrow A,B}arrow\iota v$
$\frac{\overline{arrow_{\wedge}4,A\supset B}arrow\supset-4arrow_{\wedge}4}{\frac{}{arrow((A\supset B)\supset A)\supset\wedge 4}\frac{(_{A}4\supset B)\supset\wedge 4arrow A,\wedge 4}{(A\supset B)\supset Aarrow_{\wedge}4}arrow}\supsetarrowarrow\supset c$
$proof\mathit{2}.\cdot$
$\frac{Aarrow A}{(_{\wedge}4\supset B)\supset_{A}4,\wedge 4arrow\wedge 4}u’arrow$
$\underline{\overline{Aarrow((\lrcorner 4\supset B)\supset A)\supset\lrcorner 4}}arrow\supsetarrow\iota\iota$
’
$A4arrow((A\supset B)\supset A)\supset_{\mathrm{s}}4,$ $B$
$\frac{\overlinearrow((A\supset B)\supset\wedge 4)\supset\wedge 4,A\supset B\wedge 4,arrowarrow\supset 4A}{\frac{(A\supset B)\supset\wedge 4arrow((\wedge 4\supset B)\supset\wedge 4)\supset A\wedge 4}{},\frac{arrow((\wedge 4\supset B)\supset\wedge 4)\supset_{4}4,((\wedge 4\supset B)\supset\wedge 4)\supset A4}{arrow((\wedge 4\supset B)\supset\wedge 4)\supset A4}}\supsetarrowarrow carrow\supset$
The existence of $LJK_{1)}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{s}$ with invariants is $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}_{1)\mathrm{O}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ not only in formal logic but
also in programming based on the notion of $\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{S}^{-}}\dot{\zeta}\iota \mathrm{S}- \mathrm{P}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$. The notion of $LJK_{1}\supset \mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{s}$
makes it $1^{)\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}^{\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}}1$)$1\mathrm{C}$ to construct a $\iota_{)}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{y}- \mathrm{C}^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ classical natural deduction system. The
system is a natural extension of intuitionistic natural deduction $l\mathrm{V}J$ with at most two
consequences [Fuji94]. Moreover, LJIi proofs are useful for embedding classical proofs
into intuitionistic proofs [Fuji95], and Glivenko’s theorem is obtained as one of the $\mathrm{b}.\mathrm{v}-$
products. .. ’
Section 2 is devoted to $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}$ . In Section 3, we introduce a sequent calculus
$LJK$ and prove proof theoretical properties of the system.
1The terminology of $LIK1$) $\Gamma \mathrm{O}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{k}$ in this paper was called $/\iota$-head form proofs in $[\mathrm{F}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{j}\mathrm{i}9\overline{/}-1][\mathrm{F}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{j}\mathrm{i}97-2]$.
Both denote the same style of proofs.
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In Section 4, according to the existence of $LJK$ proofs, we provide a simple natural
deduction system $\lambda_{exc}$ of elassical propositional logic using the classical rule of a variant of
the excluded middle. In $\lambda_{exc}$ , we study a $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}}11$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$ of clmical proofs, and
discuss the meaning of the existence of $LJK_{1)}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{S}}$ from a $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ viewpoint. We
show a direct translation from any proof in $\lambda_{cxc}$ to $LJK$ proofs. We also prove that $\lambda_{cxc}$
has the Church-Rosser $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}_{1}$) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$. Finally, a comparison with the related work; Parigot’s
$\lambda\mu$-calculus, $\lambda_{\Delta}$ of Reholf&Sorensen, and Felleisen’s $\lambda_{c}$ , is given to make clear a $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}1_{c}‘$)$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}}$
and distinction to the other, by which we obtain an $\mathrm{i}..\mathrm{s}$omorphism between $\lambda_{exc}$ and the
$\lambda_{l}\iota$-calculus, and the Strong Normalization of $\lambda_{tTC}.$ .
In Section 5, we introduce a call-by-value version of $\lambda_{cxc}$ , which is called $\lambda_{exc}^{v}$ . We
prove that $\lambda_{exc}^{v}$ has the Church-Rosser $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}_{1^{)\mathrm{C}}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{Y}}$. in Section 6. In Section 7, we provide the
CPS-translation of $\lambda_{\epsilon\gamma C}^{\tau)}$-terms and show the correctness of the translation with respect
to conversions. In Section 8, we extend $\lambda_{txc}^{lJ}$ with a signature so that a $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{1}$)$\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ in
type-free $\lambda$-calculus can be simulated in a system that becomes logically inconsistent.
In Section 9, we briefly investigate the relation to some existing systelns: $\lambda_{exn}^{arrow}$ of de
$\mathrm{G}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{C}}[\mathrm{G}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}95]$ and Felleisen’s $\lambda_{\mathrm{r}}$ [FFKD86] [FH92]. Section 10 is devoted to $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$
remarks and remaining $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}!3\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s}$ .
2 Preliminaries
To define a candidate for invariants to which only the right contraction is applied, we
resolve a formula into its components and $\mathfrak{B}\mathrm{s}\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{m}_{1}\mathrm{J}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$ , as done in tableau systems [NS93].
This decomposition method can give the candidates strictl.$\mathrm{y}$ positive subformulae of the
given formula with respect to $\supset$ and $\wedge$ , and it gives the corresponding assumptions.
Definition 1 (Resolution of Formula) Let $\Gamma$ be a sequence offormulae. The rewriting
$relation\Rightarrow is$ defined as follows.
$([\Gamma], A_{1}\supset A_{2})\Rightarrow([\Gamma, A_{1}], A_{2})$ ;
( $[\Gamma],$ $A_{1}$ A $A_{2}$ ) $\Rightarrow([\Gamma], \wedge 4_{1});([\Gamma], \wedge 4_{2})$ . $\mathrm{O}$
Definition 2 (Candidate for Invariants and Assumption List) Given a formula $A$ .
then by the above mcthod resolve the form$\mathrm{s}\iota la$ startin.q from $([], A)$ such that
$\Gamma_{0}\equiv([], A)\Rightarrow P_{1}\Rightarrow\cdots\Rightarrow P_{k}$. $\equiv([\Gamma_{k\mathrm{l}}], Ak1):$ ( $[\Gamma_{k2}],$ -4k2): $\cdots$ ; $([\Gamma_{kr}\downarrow], A_{kn})\Rightarrow\cdots\Rightarrow$
$P_{l}\equiv([\Gamma_{/1}], A_{l}1);([\Gamma_{l2}], -4_{l}2);\cdots$ ; $([\Gamma_{ln},], A_{l\mathcal{T}})|?$ . This process $clearl\mathrm{t}/$ terminates, and we col-
lect all the second elements by $proj_{2}$ in each $P_{i}$ . $i.e..p\uparrow’ oj2(P0)=[A],$ $\cdots,$ $proj_{2}(P_{k}.)=$
$[A_{k1}, \cdots, A_{kn}]$ . $\cdots,$ $p\uparrow\cdot oj\mathit{2}(Pl)=[_{-4_{l\mathrm{l}}}, ’\cdot. , A_{lm}]$ . The candidate for the invariants CI$(A)$ is
defined as a finite list such that $[\lceil proj\mathit{2}(\Gamma 0)],$ $\mathrm{k})\Gamma oj_{2(\Gamma}1)],$ $\cdots$ , $[A_{k1}, \cdots, A4_{k}]?\iota’\cdots,$ $[A_{l1}, \cdots, A_{7r},l]]$ .
For each $[_{\wedge}4_{k1}, \cdots , A_{k?1}]$ in CI$(A)$ , the assumption list $A_{SS}\uparrow ne([A_{k\mathrm{l},\wedge}\ldots,4_{k},]\iota’\wedge 4)$ is de-
fined as $[[\Gamma_{k1}], \cdots , [\Gamma_{kn}]]$ taking the corresponding assumptions. $\mathrm{O}$
It is clearly stated that for each $P_{k}$. $\equiv$ $([\Gamma_{k\mathrm{l}}], \wedge 4k.\iota; [\Gamma_{k2}], \wedge 4k2;\ldots ; [\Gamma_{kn}], \wedge 4kn)$ on the
resolution of $A,$ $LJ$ derives $arrow A$ from $\Gamma_{k1}arrow A_{k1},$ $\cdots$ , and $\Gamma_{k\cdot n}arrow A_{kn}$ . For exam-
ple, let $A$ be $(\neg\neg B\supset B)$ A $(C\vee\neg C)$ . CI$(A)=[[A],$ $[\urcorner\neg B\supset B, C\mathrm{V}\neg C],$ $[B,$ $C\mathrm{V}$
$\neg C]]$ . $\wedge 4ssume([B, C\vee\neg C], \wedge 4)=[[\neg\neg B], [ ]]$ . Let Peirce be $((A\supset B)\supset A)\supset\wedge 4$ .
Assnme( $[A]$ , Peircc) $=[(A\supset B)\supset A]$ and $ASs\iota me$ ( $[\Gamma eirce]$ , Peirce) $=$ $[]$ . Here the
candidate $[D]$ is called the innernlost $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{\dot{\zeta}}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{t}$ with respect to the formula Peirce, and
[Peirce] is the outermost invariant. It will be clear that all of the candidates can $\dagger$) $\mathrm{e}$
invariants of $LJK$ proofs, $\mathrm{n}\dot{\zeta}\iota \mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}..\mathrm{v}$, the right contraction rules can be applied only for one
of them if the given fornmla is provable.
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Since we cannot use Glivenko’s theorem, which is derived as a corollary, we first
consider the problem of calculating truth tables of classical theorems in intuitionistic
logic2. For instance, $Pei,rc.e$, is a classical theorem. However, $Aarrow p_{e}irce$ and $\neg_{s}4arrow$
Peirce are derivable in $LJ$ , respectively. Let Literal $(\Gamma)$ be a sequence consisting of
literals using all distinct propositional letters in $\Gamma$ . For example, Literal$(PeirCe)$ is $A,$ $B$
or $A,$ $\neg B$ or $\urcorner A,$ $B$ or $\neg_{\wedge}4,$ $\neg B$ . Then the problem of calculating truth tables in $LJ$ is
stated as follows:
Lemma 1 (Calculating $r_{\mathrm{R}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}}$ Tables in $LJ$) If $\Gammaarrow A$ is provable in $tf\iota e$ proposi-
tional fragment of $LK$ , then $\Gamma,$ $Litera\iota(\mathrm{r}, A)arrow\wedge 4$ is provable in $LJ$ for any $Lite\uparrow\cdot al(\Gamma, A)$ .
Proof. It is enough to show that “$Lite\uparrow\cdot al(\wedge 4)arrow\wedge 4\neg_{\wedge}4$ in $LJ$” implies “$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}arrow\wedge 4$ in $LK$ ,
then Litera,$l(A)arrow A$ in $LJ$”, which is proved without the use of Glivenko’s theorem. $\square$ .
3 Sequent Calculus $LJK$
Usually $LJ$ is defined as a subsystem of $LK$ by a cardinality restriction on the succedent.
However, to specify $LJK$ proofs, we introduce a sequent calculus obtained by combining
$LJ$ and $LK$ such that an intuitionistic $1$) $.\mathrm{a}$rt and a $\mathrm{c}.1\dot{c}\mathrm{L}‘\backslash \mathrm{S}\tau \mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ part are distinguished in the
succedent. A sequent of the system $LJK^{3}$ has the form of $\Gammaarrow\Delta;[A]$ , where $\triangle$ consists
of at most one $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{e}_{7}$ and $[A],$ $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{h}$ will be called an invariant, consists only of
a finite number of the occurrence of $A$ , including empty. The succedent consists of two
parts, that is, the first part before the semicolon $\mathrm{h}\epsilon‘\iota \mathrm{s}$’ at most one $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{c}(\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{e}$ and the
contraction is forbidden, roughly speaking, $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}_{1}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}$ting intuitionistic proo&. The second
part only has the right contraction. Our intuition behind this sequent calculus is that
sequential intuitionistic proofs can be combined into a $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}$ of any classical theorem $|$)$\mathrm{y}$





$\frac{\Gammaarrow\triangle,[A]}{C,\Gammaarrow\Delta\cdot[A]}.,(warrow)$ $\frac{\Gammaarrow.[A]}{\Gammaarrow B\cdot[A]}.,(arrow w_{i})$ $\frac{\Gammaarrow\Delta,[A]}{\Gammaarrow\triangle,A,[4]}.\cdot.(arrow w_{c})$
$\frac{C,C,\Gammaarrow\triangle,[A]}{C,\Gammaarrow\triangle\cdot[A]},\cdot(carrow)$ $\frac{\Gammaarrow\triangle,A,A,[A]}{\Gammaarrow\Delta\cdot A,[A]}.,(arrow c)$
$\frac{\Gamma,C,D,\Piarrow\triangle,[A]}{\Gamma,D,C,\Piarrow\Delta,1A]}..(earrow)$
$\frac{\Gammaarrow A,[A]}{\Gammaarrow\cdot\wedge 4,[A]},\cdot(arrow s_{c})$ $\frac{\Gammaarrow,A,[A]}{\Gammaarrow\wedge 4,[A]}..(arrow s_{i})$
2Professor Hiroakira $\mathrm{O}\mathrm{n}o$ explained this problem.
3The notion of $LJK$ proofs was introduced independently of Girard’s $LC$ [Gira91] and $LU$ [Gira93].
However, $LJK$ could $1$) $\mathrm{e}$ regarded as a fragment of $LC$ .
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$. \frac{\Gammaarrow B,[A]_{1}B,\Piarrow\triangle,[A]_{2}}{\Gamma,\Piarrow\Delta\cdot[A]_{1},[A]2},\cdot(cut_{i})$ $. \frac{\Gammaarrow\triangle,A,[A]_{1}A,\Piarrow\cdot[A]_{2}}{\Gamma,\Piarrow\triangle\cdot[A]_{1},[A]2},’(_{Cu}t_{C})$
(Logical Rules)
$\frac{C,\Gammaarrow\triangle,[A]}{C\wedge D,\Gammaarrow\triangle,[A]}..(\wedgearrow_{1})$ $\frac{D,\Gammaarrow\triangle\cdot[A]}{C\wedge D,\Gammaarrow\Delta,[_{\wedge}4]},.(\wedgearrow_{2})$
$. \frac{\Gammaarrow B,[A]\Gammaarrow c\cdot[A]}{\Gammaarrow B\wedge C\cdot[A]},’(arrow\wedge)$
$\frac{C,\Gammaarrow\triangle.[\prime 4\wedge]D,\Gamma.arrow\Delta,[A]}{C\vee D,\Gammaarrow\triangle,[A]}..(\veearrow)$
$\frac{\Gammaarrow B,[A]}{\Gammaarrow B\vee C,,[\wedge 4]}..(arrow _{\mathrm{l}})$ $\frac{\Gammaarrow C,[A]}{\Gammaarrow B\vee C,[A]}..(arrow\bigvee_{2})$
$. \frac{\Gammaarrow B,[A]]C,\Piarrow\triangle\cdot[A]_{2}}{B\supset C,\Gamma,\Piarrow\triangle\cdot[A]1[\wedge 4]_{2}},,’(\supsetarrow)$ $\frac{B,\Gammaarrow C,[A]}{\Gammaarrow B\supset C,[A]}..(arrow\supset)$
$\frac{\Gammaarrow B,[_{-}4]}{\neg B,\Gammaarrow\cdot[\mathrm{t}\lrcorner 4]}.(\negarrow)$ $\frac{B,\Gammaarrow\cdot[A]}{\Gammaarrow\neg B’,\cdot[A]}(arrow\neg)$
Definition 3 ($LJK$ Proofs with Invariants) An $LJK$ proof of $\Gammaarrow\triangle:[_{\wedge}4]$ with a set
of invariants $\Psi$ denoted by $P_{\Psi}$ : $\Gammaarrow\triangle$ ; $[A]$ is defined by a proof of the sequent in $LJK$
such that a set of formulae $\Psi$ denotes all formulae appearing in each succedent afler the
semicolon throughout the proof of the sequent, that is, $\Psi$ is a collection of all $A_{i}$ ’s such
that for some $\Gamma’$ and $\Delta’$ , a sequent $\Gamma’arrow\triangle’.’[A_{i}]$ appears in the proof. $\mathrm{O}$
By the $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}$ definition, $LJK$ proofs with clnpty invariants can be identified with $LJ$
proofs. As a variant of $LJK$, it is also $1$) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$ to construct a sequent calculus with at
most two occurrences in the succedent $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}[\mathrm{F}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{j}\mathrm{i}9\overline{/}- 2]$ , which is complete with respect to
classical provability in the $\mathrm{P}^{\Gamma \mathrm{O}}1$) $\mathrm{O}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}1$ case. A sequence $\neg\Psi$ denotes a sequence in some
order obtained by all negated formulae in $\Psi$ .
Lemma 2 (Embedding of $LJK$ Proofs) If we have $P_{\Psi}$ : $\Gammaarrow\Delta;[A]$ in $LJK$ , then
$\Gamma,$ $\neg\Psiarrow\triangle$ is provable in $LJ$ .
Proof. By induction on the derivation. $\square$
By the contraposition of this lemma, we can check which subformula of the theorem
can be invariant. For instaIlcc, in the case of Peirce’s law there are only two invariants
among the theorem, that is, proofl and proof2 in the introduction.
Let $\Gamma/\neg A$ be a sequence of deleting all the formulae $\neg A$ from F. The following lemma
plays an important role in our discussion.
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Lemma 3 (From $LJ$ Proofs to $LJK$ Proofs) If $\Gammaarrow B$ is provable in $LJ$ , then $\Gamma/\neg Aarrow$
$B;$ $A$ is provable with an invariant $A$ in $LJK$ . Especially, cut-free $LJK$ proofs with some
invariant are obtained from cut-free $LJ$ proofs.
Proof. By induction on the derivation. $\square$
Corollary 1 (Cut-Free $LJK$ Proofs) If we have $P_{\{A\}}$ ; $\Gammaarrow\triangle;[A]$ in $LJK$ , then
there exists a cut-free $LJK$ proof of $\Gammaarrow\triangle;$ $A$ with the invariant $A$ .
Proof. From the above two lemmata $c‘ \mathrm{m}\mathrm{d}$ the cut-elimination property of $L.J$ . $\square$
Theorem 1 (Existence of $LJK$ Proofs) If we have $\Gammaarrow\wedge 4$ in $LK$ , then for any $\Psi$ in
CI$(A)$ , there is a cut-free $LJK$ proof of $\Gammaarrow A$ ; with invariants $\Psi$ .
Proof. Let $[A_{1}, \cdots , A_{n}]$ be $\Psi$ in CI $(A)$ and $As\mathit{8}1\iota rle([A_{1}, \cdots , A_{?l}], \wedge 4)$ be $[\Pi_{1}, \cdots , \Pi_{n}]$ . If
$\Gammaarrow\wedge 4$ in $LK$ , then $|$)$.\mathrm{Y}$ the observation of Definition 2, we have $S_{1}$ : $\Gamma,$ $\Pi_{1}arrow A_{1},$ $\cdots$ ,
and $S_{n}$ : $\Gamma,$ $\Pi_{\eta}arrow A_{n}$ in $LK$ , and moreover, $LJ$ derives $\Gammaarrow A$ from $S_{1},$ $\cdots$ , and $S_{n}$ .
Here, we consider $S_{1}$. for $1\leq i\leq tl$ whose succedent is not of the form of negation, since
the provability is the same in propositional $LK$ and $LJ$ . From Lemnla 1 (Calculating
truth tables), if $\Gamma,$ $\Pi_{i},$ $arrow A_{\dot{\mathrm{t}}}$ in $LK$ , then $\Gamma,$ $\Pi_{i},$ $Litet\cdot al(\mathrm{r}, \square i, A_{i})arrow A_{i}$ in $LJ$ for any
Literal $(\Gamma, \Pi, A_{i})$ . Let $\Gamma,$ $\square ,$ $A_{?}$. consist of $n$ kinds of $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ letters. Then there are
$\mathit{2}^{n}$ possibilities of Literal $(\Gamma, \Pi A_{i})\dot{?},$ . Hence, $2^{?\iota}-1$ applications of the cut rules lead to
an $LJK$ proof of $\Gamma,$ $\Pi_{i}arrow;A_{i}$ with an invariant $A_{7}.$ , and it is to be cut-free ])$.\mathrm{Y}$ Corollary
1. Thus $\Gammaarrow A$ ; with invariants $[A_{1}, \cdots, A_{n}]$ derived from them. $\square$
According to Lemma 2 and $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}11$ , in the case of the outlnost invariant we obtain
Glivenko’s theorem. The next $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}.\mathrm{y}$shows that the succedent part before the semicolon
has the dis.junction property in this calculus.
Corollary 2 (Disjunction Property) $Ifarrow B_{1}B_{2}$ ; $[_{\wedge}4]$ is provable with an invariant
$\wedge 4$ in $LJK$ . then $eitherarrow B_{1\}$ A $orarrow B_{\mathit{2};}$ $A$ is provable with the invariant $A$ in $LJK$ .
Proof. Fron] the above two lemmata and the disjunction $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}:\mathrm{y}$ of $LJ$ , since $\neg_{\wedge}4$ is a
Harrop formula. $\square$
The notion of invariants gives a general form of $\mathrm{G}1.\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{k}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}}$’ theorem in the sense that if
$\Gammaarrow A$ ; is provable with invariants $\Psi$ , then a forlnula obtained by replacing each invariant
$A_{i}\in\Psi$ in $A$ with $\neg\neg A_{i}$ is also provable from $\Gamma$ in $LJ$ . The obtained formula is denoted
by $A^{\Psi}$ . For instance, see proofl and $proof2$ in the introduction.
Proposition 1 (Double-Negation Translation) If $\Gammaarrow A$ is provable in $LK$ . then
$\Gammaarrow A^{\Psi}$ is provable in $LJ$ for any $\Psi$ in CI$(A)$ .
This proposition gives another double negation translation $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{t}^{1}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}11\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ on the invari-
ants, namely, which $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}$)$\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}$ of the theorem are $\mathrm{a}_{1^{)}\mathrm{P}}1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{d}$ by the right contraction rules.
It c.ould be considered as a general form of Glivenko’s theorem; however, the embedded
formulae by distinct invariants become intuitionistically equivalent since $A\supset\neg\neg Brightarrow$
$\neg\neg(A\supset B)$ and $\neg\neg A\wedge\neg\neg Brightarrow\neg\neg$ ( $- 4$ A $B$ ) ill $LJ$ . The notion of invariants explains
the double-negation of strictly positive subformulae with $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}_{1}$) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}$ to $\supset$ and A gives an
embed.ding into $LJ$ .
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4 Application to Programming
In constructive programming, one can use proofs of logical $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$ as programs sat-
isfying the specifications [HN88] [NPS90]. The constructive proofs are deduced in systeIns
based on intuitionistic logics or constructive type systems. It has become well-known by
the work of Griffin [Grif90], Murthy [Murt91], etc., that classical proofs of $\Pi_{2}^{0}$ statements
can be interpreted as programs with control operators. Based on the Curry-Howard iso-
morphism [Howa80], the key notion of $LJK1$)$\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{k}$ also provides a simple method to
obtain exception-handling programs. $\mathrm{A}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ to our $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{c}\cdot 1\mathrm{t}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ in the previous section,
we present a simple classical natural $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\lambda_{c}xc$ and analyze the colnputational
content of the proofs. It will be observed that an invariallt $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{O}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}$ plays the role
of a type of exceptional $\mathrm{p}_{\epsilon \mathrm{u}:_{\dot{C}}}‘\lambda \mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$. We give a translation from any proof in $\lambda_{ex\mathrm{c}}$ to a
certain $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}$ in $\lambda_{e\alpha\cdot(}.$ , which corresponds to the notion of $LJK_{1)}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{k}$ with invariants. We
also prove that $\lambda_{e\cdot\iota\cdot c}$ has the Church-Rosser $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$. The Strong $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}^{r}/\prime \mathrm{a}$tion of $\lambda_{\epsilon xc}$
is obtained as one of the by-products from the existence of an isomorphism between $\lambda_{\epsilon xc}$
and Parigot’s $\lambda\mu$-calculus [Pari92].
4.1 Natural Deduction System $\lambda_{exc}$
According to the proofs of Theorem 1, $\mathrm{L}_{\mathrm{C}\ln}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}2$ , and Lemma 3, we restate the following
proposition, which is $\mathrm{a}_{1}\supset \mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{d}$ to obtain a classical proof from intuitionistic proofs. This
proposition can be regarded as a form of a $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}’/\mathrm{J}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{d}$ Gl.ivtlnko’s theorem in the sense of
[Seld89].
Proposition 2 Let $[A_{1}, \cdots , \wedge 4_{n}]$ be in CI $(B)$ , and Assu $7ne$ ( $[.4_{1},$ $\cdots,$ A]n’ $B$ ) be $[[\Pi_{1}], \cdots, [\Pi_{n}]]$ .
$\Gammaarrow B$ in $LK$ iff $\Gamma,$ $\Pi_{j,-}\neg 4\tauarrow A_{?}$ in $LJ$ for $1\leq i\leq\uparrow$ .
This approach would $|$) $\mathrm{e}$ differcnt from the $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g}$ ones in the sense that classical
$\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}_{\square }\mathrm{s}$ are derived from two intuitionistic $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{s}$ by applying the classical cut-rules with
the invariant $A_{i}$ , or equivalently the excluded middle. From now on, we consider the
$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}_{1})1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}$ fragment of the systelll for simplicity. Hence, each list of invariants consists
of one element. Then Proposition 2 shows that we can derive a classical proof of $\Gammaarrow B$
$\mathrm{f}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\ln$ an intuitionistic $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}$ of $\Gamma,$ $\square ,$ $\neg Aarrow\wedge 4$ . According to this result, we present a
classical natural deduction $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{n}$ and analyze the computational meaning of $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{s}$ ill
this system. The types are usually defined by type variables, a constant $\perp \mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}arrow$ . The
terms are defined by two kinds of variables $x$ and $y$ , where $y$ is used only for negation





$\Gamma::=\langle\rangle|ix\cdot:\wedge 4,$ $\Gamma|y:\neg_{\mathrm{s}}4,$ $\Gamma$
Terms
$M::=x|\lambda x.M|yM|$ MM $|\uparrow\cdot ai\mathit{8}e(M)|[y:\neg A]M$
Type Assignlnent
$\Gamma\vdash x$ : $\Gamma(_{T}\backslash )$
$. \frac{\Gamma,a\cdot.A\vdash.\Lambda I\cdot B}{\Gamma\vdash\lambda x.\wedge\eta I.\wedge 4arrow B}.(arrow I)$
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$. \frac{\Gamma\vdash M1\cdot Aarrow B\Gamma\vdash M2\cdot\wedge 4}{\Gamma\vdash_{\mathit{1}}1/I_{1^{\mathit{1}}}1\prime f_{2}\cdot B}.\cdot(arrow E)$ $\frac{\Gamma\vdash\Lambda I..\wedge 4}{\Gamma\vdash y\Lambda I.\perp}.(\perp I)if$
.
$\Gamma(y)\equiv\urcorner A\not\equiv\neg\perp$
$\frac{\Gamma\vdash\lambda’f.\perp}{\Gamma\vdash raise(\Lambda I)\cdot A}..(\perp E)$ if $A\not\equiv\perp$ $. \cdot\frac{\Gamma,\iota/\cdot\neg.4\wedge\vdash\phi I...A}{\Gamma\vdash[y.\neg A]\Lambda[A}.(exc)$
The side conditions of the inference rules exclude trivial reasoning without loss of
generality.
The system $\lambda_{exc}$ without $(exc)$ is denoted $\dagger$)$\mathrm{y}\lambda^{arrow\perp}$ , and the system $\lambda^{-\perp}$ without $(\perp E)$
is denoted by $\lambda^{-}$
The classical rule $(exc)$ is a variant of the law of the excluded middle. This rule is
introduced independently of $(\perp E)$ , which is in contrast to the $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\supset \mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$-negation elimination
rules, such that $(\perp_{\mathrm{C}^{\gamma}})$ : infer $\vdash$ A from $\urcorner A\vdash\perp$ and that $C$ : infer $A$ from $\neg\neg A$ . We
computationally call the rule $(eXc)$ a rule of local exceptiOn-h‘aIldling. The type $A$ in
$(exc)$ is computationally called a type of $eXC\mathrm{C}1^{1\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}1}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\delta$ parameter.
In the application of $(\perp I),$ $y:\neg A$ in $\Gamma$ is used as a major $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}’ \mathrm{e}$ in the usual sense
of $(arrow E)$ , and only this killd of negative assumption is discharged by $(exc)$ . This style
of proof is called a regular proof in [Ando95]. In the $\lambda_{\Delta}$-calculus [RS94], not only regular
but also non-regular $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{s}$ are considered. However, from a non-regular proof we can
simply construct a regular proof that $\mathrm{h}\dot{\zeta}\iota \mathrm{s}$ the same $\mathrm{a}_{\iota}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$ and the same conclusion.
The reduction rules $(\mathrm{e}^{\tau}\mathit{2})$ , (e3-1,2), and (e4-1,2) below are logically obvious, but they
are computationally important. The reduction rule (e5) is logically a kind of permutative
reductions in the sense of $[\mathrm{P}\mathrm{r}_{\dot{C}}\iota \mathrm{w}65][\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\eta 1\gamma 71][\mathrm{A}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{o}95]$ , which is also called the structural
reduction in [Pari92].
Term Reductions:
(e1) $(\lambda x.M)N\triangleright M[x:=N]\backslash$ (e2) (raise $M$ ) $N\triangleright$ (raise $\wedge if$):
(e3-1) $y(rai_{\mathit{8}e}M)\triangleright M$ ; (e3-2) $y([y_{1} : \neg A]M)\triangleright y\wedge lI[y_{1}:=y]$ ;
(e4-1) $[y:\neg A]M$ $\triangleright$ $M$ if $y\not\in FV(M)$ ; (e4-2) $[y:\neg A](rai,SeyM)$ $\triangleright$ $[y:\neg A]M$ :
(e5) $([y:\neg(Aarrow B)]M)N\triangleright[y:\neg B]((M[y\Leftarrow \mathit{1}\mathrm{V}])N)$ ,
where $M[y\Leftarrow N]$ is defined as follows:
$x[y\Leftarrow N]=x$ ;
$(\lambda x.M)[y\Leftarrow N]=\lambda x.M[y\Leftarrow N]$ ;
$(yM)[y\Leftarrow N]=y(M[y\Leftarrow N]N)$ ;
$(y’M)[y\Leftarrow N]=y’(\Lambda I[y\Leftarrow N])$ if $y’\not\equiv y$ ;
$(\phi[_{1}\phi I_{2})[y\Leftarrow N]=(M_{1}[y\Leftarrow N])(M_{2}[y\Leftarrow N])$:
(raise $M$) $[y\Leftarrow N]=raise(M[y\Leftarrow l\mathrm{V}])$ ;
$([y’ : \neg A’]M)[y\Leftarrow N]=[y’ : \neg_{\mathrm{s}}4’](M[y\Leftarrow N])$ .
We identify $[y:\neg A][y1:\neg A]\cdots[y_{n\wedge} : \neg 4]\Lambda I$ with $[y:\urcorner A]M[y_{1}, \cdots , y_{n}:=y]$ for technical
simplicity. We sometimes use the term $[y]M$ without type information. The reflexive
transitive closure $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\triangleright \mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}$ denoted $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{y}\triangleright_{exc}^{*}$, and the binary relation $=_{\epsilon x\mathrm{r}}$ is defined $c‘ \mathrm{B}$ the
reflexive, symmetric, and transitive closure $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\triangleright$ . The $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}^{\backslash 1\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{S}\triangleright_{j},,$ $\triangleright_{\beta}^{*}$ and $=/\mathit{3}$ are usually
defined.
Proposition 3 There exists a term $M$ such that $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{rrc}}M$ : $A$ iff $A$ as a formula is
classically provable from $\Gamma$ .
Proposition 4 (Subject Reduction) Let $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{c\mathrm{r}c}}M$ : A. If $M\triangleright_{cxc}N$ , then $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{e\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}}}N$ :
$A$ .
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Definition 4 ( $\lambda_{exc}$-Proofs with Invariant) We say that $M$ is a $\lambda_{cxc}$ -proof with an in-
variant $\wedge 4_{i}$ if for some $\Gamma$ and $A$ there is a deduction of $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{e\tau \mathrm{r}}}M:$ $A$ and the rule $(exc)$
is used at $mo\mathit{8}t$ once in the deduction where. if used, the type of exceptional parameter is
$A_{i}$ . $\mathrm{O}$
By Proposition 2, with $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}^{1}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}$ to the $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}_{1^{)}}1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}1$ fragment we obtain that $\Gammaarrow B$ in
$LK$ iff $\Gamma,$ $A_{SSu\gamma}nC(\wedge 4_{i}, B)arrow;A_{\mathrm{i}}$ in $LJK$ for any $\mathrm{s}4_{?}\cdot\in CI(B)$ iff $\Gamma,$ $Assume(A_{i}, B),$ $\neg A_{i}arrow$
$A_{i}$ in $LJ$ iff $\mathrm{r},$ $A_{Ss\iota m}e(Ai, B),$ $\neg 4_{i}\wedge\vdash A_{\tau}$ in $\lambda^{-\perp}$ . By an $.\mathrm{d}_{}1$)$1$) $1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ of $(exC)$ where the
type of exceptional $1^{)\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}$ is $A_{i}$ , the last statement implies $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{r\mathrm{r}c}}A$ . In this sellse the
above definition gives a corresponding notion to that of sequent calculus. Moreover, from
the above observation there is a strict fragment of $\lambda_{ci\mathrm{r}c}$ , which is complete with respect
to classical provability, such that the restricted term has the following syntax $M_{C}$ with a
single use of $(exc)$ :
$\mathrm{J}/f_{C}::=[y]\lambda \text{ }II|\lambda_{X.*}\mathrm{W}_{C}$ :
$\lambda f_{I}::=x|\lambda x.M_{J}|\Lambda I_{I}\Lambda I\tau|y\lambda I_{J}|raise(M’)$
For instance, the term $P\equiv\lambda x_{1}.[y]_{X}](\lambda_{X_{2}.r}aiSe(yX2))$ of the form $\Lambda/I_{C}$ is a proof of
Peirce’s law.
Let $C[]$ be a context with a single hole $[]$ such that $C[]::=$ $[]$ $|C[]\Lambda f$ . We denote
$C[M]$ by the term obtained by replacing $[]$ in $C[]$ with the term $M$ . Then we have
$C[raise\mathrm{j}1I]\triangleright_{C}^{*}xC$ raise\mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$} I. If $k\not\in C[\Lambda f]$ , then we have that $P\lambda k.C[k\Lambda I]\triangleright_{exc}^{*}M$, which
can be applied for $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}1^{)}1_{\mathrm{t}^{\backslash }}1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ a simple exit mechanism. Here, the context $C[]$ is
abandoned, and the term $M$ to be $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}‘ \mathrm{s}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{d}$ on has the saIne type as that of exceptional
parameter of $P$ . This is the reason why the type $A$ in the definition of (e.rc) is called a type
of exceptional parameter. In ternls of $\lambda IL$ [MTH90], informally $[y:\neg A]\lambda,I$ may be read
as let exception $\mathrm{y}$ of A in $\mathrm{M}$ handle $(\mathrm{y}\mathrm{x})=>\mathrm{x}$ end, based on the correspondence
$\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\perp \mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}$ extl (type of $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}$)$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}$ in $ML)^{\Lambda}$ .
As a counterpart of $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{e}\ln 1$ , the following proposition shows that the restricted
terms $\Lambda I_{\mathrm{C}^{t}}$ , which would represent some standard form of classical proofs are complete
with respect to classical provability, and that the existence of invariants allows an effective
way to determine which type has to be assumed in writing programs as classical proofs.
Moreover, any invariant in CI$(\cdot)$ can be computationally characterized as the type of
exceptional parameter.
Proposition 5 Let $A$ as a $form\mathrm{t}\iota la$ be classically provable. Then for any $A_{i}\in CI(A)$ ,
there exists a $\lambda_{ex\mathrm{r}}$ -proof $\mathit{1}\mathrm{t}T_{C}$ of the type $A$ with tfie invariant $-4_{?}$ .
In the next section, we give a concrete translation to the $LJK$ proofs in $\lambda_{exc}$ . From
the $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathfrak{s}$)$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$ in classical logic, the following examples are demonstrated in this strict
fragment.
Example 1 (Definition of $\cross$ ) $A\cross B=\urcorner(Aarrow\neg B)$ :
$\langle M, N\rangle=\lambda x.x,MN$; $f_{St=\lambda X}.[y]raise(x\lambda X1X2\cdot yx1),\cdot$ $snd=\lambda x.[y]rai\mathit{8}e(X\lambda_{Xx}12\cdot y.\tau_{2})$ .
Then it is obtained that $fst\langle N_{1}, N_{2}\rangle\triangleright_{exc}^{*}N_{1}$ and $snd\langle N_{1}, N_{2}\rangle\triangleright_{exc}^{*}N_{2}$ .
4Although we can write and use the $ML$ program fun Peirce (w) $=$ let exception $\mathrm{y}$ of ’ $1\alpha$ in
$\mathrm{w}$ (fn $\mathrm{z}=\succ$ raise $(\mathrm{y}\mathrm{z})$ ) handle $(\mathrm{y}\mathrm{x})=>\mathrm{x}$ end as the proof $\mathcal{P}$ , whose type can be inferred as $((’ 1\alpha$
$->’\beta)->$ ’ la) $->$ ’ la by the $ML$ system, the correspondence is informal in the sense that $ML$ is
a call-by-value language and the occurrence of $\mathrm{y}$ in exception $\mathrm{y}$ is treated as a name of an exception
rather than a variable. like in $[y]M$ . See also section 8.
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Example 2 (Definition $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}+$ ) $A+B=\neg Aarrow\neg\neg B$ :
$inl(M)=\lambda Xv.XM_{;}$. $inr(M)=\lambda vx.XM_{f}$. $u,’ hen(M, [X1]\Lambda_{1}^{T}, [X2]N_{2})=[y]rai_{S}e(M(\lambda_{X}1\cdot yN1)(\lambda X_{2}.yN_{2})$
$when(inl(M), [x_{1}]N_{1}, [x_{2}]N2)\triangleright^{*}Nexc1[x_{1}:=M],\cdot$
when $(inr(M), [.\tau_{1}]\mathit{1}\mathrm{V}_{1}, [x_{2}]N_{2})\triangleright_{e}*xcN2[X2:=M]$ .
Proposition 6 (Church-Rosser Theorem) If $\lrcorner \mathrm{N}I\triangleright_{cxc}\mathit{1}*\mathrm{V}_{1}$ and $M\triangleright_{ex}^{*}N_{2}c$ ’ then $N_{1}\triangleright_{ex}^{*}M’C$
$and\wedge \mathrm{V}_{2}\triangleright_{exC}^{*}M$
’ for some $fl[’$ .
Proof. Similarly to the proof in section 6.
4.2 banslation to $LJK$ Proofs
According to Theorem 1, we can always obtain $LJK$ proofs with some invariants for any
classical theorem. This suggests a translation from arbitrary classical proofs to $LJK$
proofs. We give the translation in terms of $\lambda_{e\tau\cdot c}$ ; however, it is also possible in other
classical systems, e.g., in the $\lambda\mu$-calculus. This analysis gives a new reduction relation to
$\lambda_{exc}$ , which shifts the invariant into the inside. To establish this translation, we use an
auxiliary type system $\lambda^{-\perp}$ consisting of simply typed $\lambda$-calculus with the intuitionistic
absurdity rule. The translation is obtained in the following way:
(1) Given a proof $M$ of type $\wedge 4$ in $\lambda_{exc}$ . $\mathrm{C}^{\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{\mathrm{P}^{\iota}}1\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}$ an clnbedding $c(-\eta I)$ into $\lambda^{arrow\perp};$
(2) A proof of $[y:\neg A]?\cdot aise(G(M)\lambda\approx.y\approx)$ is a $\lambda_{CT}c^{-}1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}$ of $A$ with an invariant $arrow 4$ ;
(3) To get a $\lambda_{exc}$-proof of $A$ with an invariant $A_{i}$ , apply the shift reduction (to be defined
later) $i$ -times to $[y:\neg 4arrow]raise(G(M)\lambda\approx.y\approx)$ , where CI $(A)$ is $[-4_{0}, \cdots , -4_{7\iota}]$ and $0\leq i\leq n$ .
Definition 5 The embedding of $C_{7}$ from the proof terms of $\lambda_{CTC}$ to $\lambda^{arrow\perp}is$ defined.
$G(x)=\lambda k.kx$ ;
$G(\lambda_{X}.M)=\lambda k.k(\lambda_{X}.\uparrow\cdot aise(c(M)(\lambda m.k(\lambda v.m))))$;
$G(y^{\mathrm{i}1/}\mathrm{s}I)=\lambda k.k(G(M)\lambda m.ym)$ :
$G(MN)=\lambda k.G(M)(\lambda 7n.c(N)\lambda n.k(mn)),\cdot$
$G(rai_{Se(}M))=\lambda k.G(M)\lambda x.x$ ;
$G([y:\neg A]M)=\lambda y.G(M)(\lambda m.yl)$ . $\mathrm{O}$
.
Proposition 7 If we have $\Gamma\vdash M:$ $A$ in $\lambda_{cx\cdot c}$ , then $\Gamma\vdash C_{\mathrm{T}}(\lambda I):\neg\neg 4-$ in $\lambda^{-\perp}$ .
Proof. By induction on the derivation. $\square$
We define an invariant shift reduction $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\triangleright_{6}$ for $\lambda_{exc}$.-proofs with some $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}C‘ \mathrm{m}\mathrm{t}$ ,
which changes an outer invari $\cdot$a$\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}$ an inner $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\dot{c}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{t}$:
$[y:\neg(Aarrow B)]M\triangleright_{s}\lambda x.[y:\neg B](MX[\mathrm{t}_{J}:=\lambda k.y(kx)])$.
The $i$ applications $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\triangleright_{s}$ are denoted $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{y}\triangleright_{s}^{\dot{?}}$ for $i=0,1,2,$ $\cdots$ ,
Let $[A_{0}, A_{1}, \cdots , \wedge 4_{n}]$ be CI $(\wedge 4)$ . Then we assume on the ordering that $A_{0}\equiv A$ is the
outermost $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{\epsilon}‘ \mathrm{m}\mathrm{t}$ and $A_{n}$ is the innermost invariant, and that $A_{i}\equiv A’,\cdotarrow A_{i+\mathrm{I}}$ for some
$A_{i}’$ where $0\leq i\leq n-1$ .
Lemma 4 Let $[A_{0,\sim}4_{1}, \cdots , \wedge 4_{n}]$ be CI$(A)$ . If we have $\Gamma\vdash M:$ $A$ in $\lambda_{exc}$ , then for any $i$
in $0\leq i,$ $\leq n,$ $M’$ such that $[y:\neg A]rai_{S}e(c(\lambda_{i}r)\lambda k.1Jk)\triangleright_{9}^{i}.M’$ is a $\lambda_{exc}$ -proof $of\wedge 4$ with an
invariant $A_{i}$ .
Proof. By case analysis on the number of $i$ .
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Case of $i=0$ :
If $\Gamma\vdash M:$ $A$ in $\lambda_{c}\mathrm{i}\Gamma C$ ’ then $\Gamma\vdash G(M):\neg\neg A$ in $\lambda^{arrow\perp}$ . Hence, $[y:\neg A]raiSe(G(M)\lambda k.yk)$ is
a $\lambda_{exc}$ proof of $A$ with an invariant $A\equiv A_{0}$ .
Case of $i,–k+1$ where $0\leq k\leq n-1$ :
Assume that $\lambda x_{1}\cdots X_{k}.[y:\neg A_{k}]N$ is a $\lambda_{\epsilon x\mathrm{r}}$-proof of $A$ with an invariant $A_{k}$ where $A_{k}\equiv$
$A_{k}’arrow A_{k+1}$ . Then $\lambda.\tau_{1}\cdots X_{k}.[y:\neg A_{k}]N\triangleright_{\mathrm{s}}.M’$ gives a $\lambda_{\mathfrak{c}’.cc}$-proof of $A$ with the invariant
$A_{k+1}$ by the following replacenlcnt of each $yO$ with $(\lambda k.y(kq\cdot))O$ :
$[y:\neg 4_{k+1}\wedge]^{1}$
$. \frac{[k.A_{k}]^{2}.[X.\wedge 4_{k}\prime]^{3}}{\approx x.\wedge 4_{k+1}}$
.
$. \frac{\overline\lambda k^{\wedge}.y(kx)\cdot\neg Ak.O.A_{k}\mathit{2}}{(\lambda k.y(kx))O\cdot\perp}$
$. \frac{[y.\negarrow 4_{k}]]O.Ak}{/\mathrm{t}o.\perp}.\cdot..\cdot.$. $N[y:=\lambda k.\cdot.\cdot..y(kX)]:_{\wedge}4_{k}$
$. \frac{[_{X.A_{k}’}]^{3}}{\wedge N[y\cdot=\lambda k.y(kx)]x\cdot Ak+1}.\cdot$
$\mathit{1}\mathrm{V}.\cdot.\cdot..\wedge 4_{k}$
$\overline{[y\cdot.\neg A_{k+}1](N[\iota/\cdot.=\lambda k..y(k\backslash \gamma)]x).\cdot A_{k+1}}’ 1$
$\overline{[.y\cdot.\neg 4_{\iota}\wedge\cdot]^{l\vee}\wedge\cdot.Ak\cdot}1$
$\triangleright_{9}$.
$\cdot.\frac{\overline{\overline{\lambda x_{\mathrm{l}}\cdot.\cdot.\cdot.x_{k}..[_{J\cdot.k+}l\urcorner A1](\mathrm{s}\mathrm{V}[y.=\lambda k.\iota/(k_{X})]X)..A}}}{\lambda xx\mathrm{l}xk\cdot[y\cdot\neg Ak+1](l\backslash ^{\vee}[y.=\lambda k.y(kx)]X).\wedge 4}..\cdot 3\square$
$\overline{\lambda x_{1}\cdots.\mathrm{t}_{k}.,.[y.\cdot\neg Ak\backslash ]\Lambda\tau.\cdot A}$
The formula (invariant) to which only the right contraction rules are applied in terms
of sequent calculus is changed to the inside by the reduction $\mathrm{r}\iota\iota 1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}\triangleright_{9}.\cdot$ On the other hand,
the shift of the invariant is characterized in terms of Theorem 1 on page 39 of [Praw65],
that is, the application of $(\perp_{C})$ can be restricted to $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}1\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}$ formulae where ${ }$ is defined in
terms of the other connectives. Moreover, with respect to $\lambda_{\epsilon xc}$-proofs with the innermost
invariant, the application of $(exc)$ is to be a strictly positive and atomic subformula of
the conclusion in the implication fragInent (possibly with $\wedge$ ). In the more general case
of adding a primitive ${ }$ , it would not be possible to postulate $(exc)$ only for an atomic
$\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{n}1\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}$.
It is stated $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\triangleright_{b}$ and (e5) have a strong connection, such that $([\mathrm{c}/:\neg(\wedge 4arrow B)]\Lambda I)N\triangleright_{9}$.
$(\lambda x.[y:\urcorner B](\Lambda I[y:=\lambda_{\sim}^{-}.y(_{\sim}^{\gamma}x)].’\iota’))N\triangleright_{i},’[y:\neg B](M[y:=\lambda\approx.y(_{\sim}^{-}N)]l\mathrm{V})$ , which leads to the
same result as the one $|$)$.\mathrm{v}’(\mathrm{e}5)$ , since we have that $\mathit{1}\backslash I[y:=\lambda_{\sim}^{\sim}.y(\approx N)]\triangleright_{\beta}^{*}M[y\Leftarrow N]$.
4.3 Comparison with Related Work
In the following subsection, we briefly compare $\lambda_{cxc}$ with some of the existing ones (not
a $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}1- \mathrm{b}\mathrm{y}-_{\mathrm{V}}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{C}$ style); $\lambda\mu- \mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}[\mathrm{P}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}9\mathit{2}],$ $\lambda_{\triangle}[\mathrm{R}\mathrm{S}94]$ , and a variant of $\lambda_{c}[\mathrm{F}\mathrm{F}\mathrm{K}\mathrm{D}86]$ . As
regards the $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}C‘\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ between $\lambda_{l^{l}}$ and $\lambda_{\mathrm{t}TC}$ , we can obtain an isomorphism between them,
and the Strong $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}^{r}\prime_{\lrcorner}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ of $\lambda_{e\alpha\cdot c}.$ . Our observation on the relation between $\lambda_{\triangle}$ and
$\lambda_{C’ TC}$ suggests a generalization of some reduction rule of $\lambda_{\Delta}$ , which can lead to an isomor-
phism between then]. In $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}1_{\dot{C}}1\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}}$ to $\lambda_{c}$ , we discuss that adding what kind of reduction
rule to $\lambda_{c}$ makes them $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{1)}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\cdot$ .
4.3.1 Relation to Parigot’s $\lambda_{l}\iota$-Calculus
To study computational $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}_{1^{)}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}}$ of classical proofs, Parigot [Pari92] introduced
the $\lambda_{l}\iota$ -calculus of 2nd order classical natural deduction with $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{1}$)$1\mathrm{e}$ conclusions. The
$\lambda\mu$-calculus has elegant properties: from a proof theoretical $1$) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ , in contrast to the well-
$\mathrm{k}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\backslash \mathrm{v}\mathrm{n}NI\mathrm{c}^{r},$ $\lambda_{l}\iota$ has no operational rules like double-negation $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}$ or the absurdity
rule but has multiple conclusions and structural rules. The $1$) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}r\mathrm{e}$ fragment of $\lambda_{l^{l}}$ is
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{1)}1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}$ with respect to $1^{1}$) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}$ fragment of classical logic, nalnely, to $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\backslash r\mathrm{e}$ , for example,
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Peirce’s law, we do not have to $\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\perp \mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}$ is not a subformula of the theorem. On the
other hand, in $NK,$ $\lambda_{\Delta}[\mathrm{R}\mathrm{S}94],$ $\lambda_{exc}$ , and a variant of $\lambda_{l}\iota$ \‘a la Ong [Ong96], we have to
$\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\perp \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}$ the proof, which is not contained in the conclusion. $.\backslash$Ioreover, since in $\lambda_{l}\iota$ the
name $[\alpha]$ always appears as the form $[\alpha]M$ for some term $M$ , the notion of regularity in
[Ando95] is involved in the system.
From a computational side, in $\lambda\mu[\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}92][\mathrm{P}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}93- 1][\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}93- \mathit{2}]$ some proof terms of
theorems may contain free name 6 $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\perp$ , e.g., the term $\lambda.\tau_{1\cdot l}l\alpha.[\delta](x_{\mathrm{l}}(\lambda x_{2}.\iota\iota\delta.[\alpha]_{X_{2})})$ of
type $\neg\neg Aarrow A$ has a free name $\delta$ . To keep our usual intention of closed terms, we adopt
a variant of $\lambda_{\{}\iota$-calculus \‘ala Ong [Ong96] and study the relation between $\lambda\ell\iota$ \‘ala Ong and
$\lambda_{exc}$ . At first appearance the $\lambda\mu$-calculus has a single conclusion, however the renlaining
conclusions are placed on the left side after the semicolon.
The system of $\lambda_{l}\iota$ is defined in the following. The types are usually defined from
atomic types $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}\perp \mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}arrow$ . The context $\Gamma$ and terms are defined as usual. The




$M::=x|$ MM $|\lambda x.M|[\alpha]M|\{\{\alpha.M$ ;
$\Gamma;\triangle\vdash x:\Gamma(x)$
$, \cdot\frac{\Gamma,x.A\cdot\triangle\vdash.M.B}{\Gamma\cdot\triangle\vdash\lambda x.hI\cdot Aarrow B},\cdot$ $.., \frac{\Gamma,\triangle\vdash\wedge\uparrow f.Aarrow B\Gamma,\triangle\vdash N\cdot A}{\Gamma\cdot\triangle\vdash\wedge lI_{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{V}.B}.\cdot$
.
$, \cdot\frac{\Gamma,\triangle\vdash\Lambda f.A}{\Gamma\cdot\Delta,A^{O}\vdash[\alpha]\wedge 1I\prime.\perp}.$. $\frac{\Gamma\cdot.\triangle,A^{a}\vdash_{\mathit{1}}\iota f.\cdot\cdot\perp}{\Gamma’,\triangle\vdash_{l^{\{\alpha}}.\Lambda I.\wedge 4}if$
.
$A\not\equiv\perp$
The reduction relation $\triangleright_{\mu}$ of $\beta$-reductions, structural reductions, $(S1)$ , and $(S2)$ in




$(S2):\mu\alpha.[\alpha]M\triangleright_{\mathrm{A}},M$ if $\alpha\not\in F\uparrow\cdot eeName(\Lambda[)$ .
The $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}_{C}‘\iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\triangleright_{\mu}^{*}$ and $=_{\mu}$ are usually defined. As by-products, we obtain the Strong
Normalization property of $\lambda_{rxc}$ and an $\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{O}}1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{m}1$) $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\lambda_{c;rc}$. and $\lambda\mu$ with respect to
conversions.
Definition 6 (Translation from $\lambda_{cxc}$ to $\lambda\mu\rangle$
$\underline{x}=Xj$ $\lambda x.M=\lambda x.\underline{\Lambda I},\cdot$
$\underline{yM}=[y]\underline{M}$; $\underline{\Lambda Il\mathrm{V}}=\underline{\wedge hI}_{\underline{\perp}}\mathrm{V}$;
raise $(\lambda/f)=l\iota a.\underline{\wedge \mathrm{V}I}$ where $a$ is a fresh name; $\underline{[y]\mathit{1}\mathrm{t}/I}=\ell\iota y.[y]\underline{\mathit{1}\iota I}$ . $\mathrm{O}$
For this translation, we separate a context in $\lambda_{exc}$ into two $1)_{\dot{C}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{s}$ as follows:
$\Gamma::=\Gamma 1|\Gamma_{2;}$
$\Gamma_{1}::=\langle\rangle|x:A,$ $\Gamma \mathrm{l}$ ; $\Gamma_{2}::=\langle\rangle|y:\neg A,$ $\Gamma_{2}$ .
$y:\neg 4\wedge’ \mathrm{r}_{2}=A^{y},\underline{\Gamma 2}$ .
Proposition 8 If we have $\Gamma_{1},$ $\Gamma_{2}\vdash_{\lambda_{\epsilon \mathrm{r}c}}M:A$ , then $\Gamma_{1;}\underline{\Gamma_{2}}\vdash_{\lambda\mu}\underline{\Lambda I}$ : $A$ .
Lemma 5 For any $\lambda_{\mathrm{r}x\epsilon}$.-term $M,$ $\underline{M}[x:=\underline{N}]=M[x:=N]$
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Lemma 6 $\underline{\Lambda I}[y\Leftarrow\underline{N}]=M[y\Leftarrow N]$
The above proposition $\mathfrak{c}‘ \mathrm{m}\mathrm{d}$ lemmata can be proved by straightforward induction.
Lenma 7 If $M\triangleright_{exc}N,$ then $\underline{\lambda I}\triangleright_{\mu}\underline{\wedge(\mathrm{V}}$.
Proof. By induction on the derivation $M\triangleright_{exc}$ N. $\square$
From Lemma 10, Proposition 8, and the Strong Normalization of $\lambda_{l}\iota[\mathrm{P}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}93- 1][\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}93- 2]$ ,
we obtain that well-typed $\lambda_{cx\cdot c}$-terms are strongly $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}’/,\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}^{5}$ .
Corollary 3 Well-typed $\lambda_{c\cdot.cc}$.-terms are strongly normalizable.
Definition 7 (Translation from $\lambda\mu$ to $\lambda_{\epsilon xc}$)
$<a\cdot>=x$ ; $<\lambda x.\Lambda I>=\lambda x$ . $<M>$ ; $<MN>=<_{\wedge}lI><N>$ ;
$<[\alpha]M>=\alpha<M>$ ; $<\{\iota\alpha.M>=[\alpha]raise(<\mathit{1}lI>)$ .
$<A^{\alpha},$ $\triangle>=\alpha:\neg A,$ $<\triangle>$ . $\mathrm{O}$
Proposition 9 If $\Gamma;\Delta/\vdash_{\lambda\mu}\lambda,f$ $:\wedge 4$ , then $\Gamma,$ $<\triangle>\vdash_{\lambda_{\mathrm{c}T\prime}}<M>:$ $A$ .
Lemma $8<M>[x:=<N>]=<M[x:=N]>$
Lemma $9<M>[\alpha\Leftarrow<\mathit{1}\mathrm{V}>]=<\mathit{1}\iota I[\alpha\Leftarrow \mathit{1}\mathrm{V}]>$
The above proposition and lemmata can be proved by $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}_{C}‘\dot{\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{f}_{0}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{W}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{d}$ induction.
Lemma 10 If $M\triangleright,,$ $N$ , $then<\Lambda I>\triangleright_{exc}^{\mathrm{x}}<N>$ .
Proof. By induction on the derivation $M\triangleright_{\mu}$ N. $\square$
Proposition 10 For any $\lambda_{Ci\Gamma C}$ -term $\mathit{1}lI,$ $<\underline{\Lambda I}>\triangleright:_{xc}M$ .
For any $\lambda\mu$ -term $N,$ $<N>\triangleright_{\mu}^{*}$ N.
Proof. By the definitions of the translations. $\square$
From Lemmata 10 and 13 and Proposition 10, with respect to conversions there is an
isomorphism between $\lambda_{exc}$ and $\lambda_{l^{l}}$ .
Corollary 4 $(\lambda_{exc}\simeq\lambda\mu)\lambda_{cxc}$ and $\lambda\mu$ are isomorphic in the sense that $\mathrm{J}/I=_{\mu}N$ iff
$<M>=_{\epsilon xc}<N>and$ that $M=_{exc}N$ iff $\underline{f\lambda/f}=_{\mu}\underline{N}$ .
In terms of the right structural rules of sequent calculus, the operator $\mu$ in $\lambda_{l}\iota$ works
both for the right contraction and the right weakening. In $\lambda_{exc}$ , the right contraction can
be simulated by $(exc)$ , and the right weakening by $(\perp I)$ and (raise). The logical aspect of
the operator $\mu$ can be split into two primitive ones of $\lambda_{\epsilon xc}$ , which is also computationally
justified under the isomorphism, and applied to define proof terms of classical substruc-
tural logics in [Fuji95].
4.3.2 Relation to $\lambda_{\Delta}$-Calculus of Rehof and $\mathrm{s}_{\emptyset \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}$
5Of course, we can establish the strong normalization property of $\lambda_{exc}$ directly.
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For the purpose of establishing the Curry-Howard isomorphism in classical logic, Re-
hof and $\mathrm{S}\emptyset \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}$ [RS94] introduced the $\lambda_{\Delta}$-calculus by restriction of Felleisen’s control
operator $C$ to avoid a breakdown of neat properties like the Church-Rosser property. The
$\lambda_{\Delta}$-calculus is natural and has good properties not only of proof theory but also of typed
calculus. In relation to $\lambda_{exc}$ , the $\lambda_{\Delta}$-calculus treats both regular proofs and non-regular
proofs, in other words, there is no distinction of variables that are bound by $\lambda$-abstraction
or $\triangle$-abstraction. Of course any non-regular proof can be translated into a regular proof
without changing assumptions and the conclusion, such that each variable $y$ that is ab-
stracted by $\triangle$ is replaced with $\lambda x.yx$ . To study the relation between $\lambda_{\triangle}$ and $\lambda_{cxc}$ , we
consider the $\lambda_{\Delta}$-proofs under this modification.
The definition of $\lambda_{\triangle}[\mathrm{R}\mathrm{S}94]$ is briefly given below. The- syntax of. $\lambda_{\Delta}$-terms is defined
as follows:
$\Lambda/f::=x|\lambda x.M|$ MM $|\triangle x.\mathit{1}1I$
The reduction rules are defined as (d1), $(\mathrm{d}2.)$ , and (d3) together with $\beta$-reductions.
(d1): $(\triangle x.M)N\triangleright\triangle x.M[x:=\lambda\approx.i?\cdot(\approx N)]$ ;
(d2): $\triangle x.xM\triangleright M$ if $x\not\in F\mathrm{t}^{\Gamma},(M)$ ;
(d3): $\triangle x.x(\triangle d.XM)\triangleright M$ if $x,$ $d\not\in FV(M)$ .
The type inference rules are $(arrow I),$ $(arrow E)$ , and the following $(\perp_{c})$ .
$. \frac{\Gamma,x.Aarrow\perp\vdash\Lambda I.\perp}{\Gamma\vdash\triangle x.l1I.A}.\cdot(\perp.)($
Definition 8 (Translation from $\lambda_{\Delta}$ to $\lambda_{cxc}$ )
$x^{\mathrm{O}}=x$ ; $(\lambda x.\mathit{1}\}/I)^{\circ}=\lambda x_{\perp}.lI^{\circ}:$
$(MN)^{\mathrm{o}}=\lambda I^{\mathrm{o}}N^{\mathrm{O}}$ ; $(\triangle x_{\mathit{1}}.lI)^{\circ}=[x]raiseM^{\mathrm{o}}$ . $\mathrm{O}$
Proposition 11 (1) If we have $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{\Delta}}\wedge \mathrm{t}I$ : A. thcn $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{cxc}}M^{\mathrm{O}}$ $:\wedge 4$ .
(2) If we $have\wedge hI\triangleright N$ in $\lambda_{\Delta}$ , then $M^{\mathrm{O}}=_{CT’\wedge}.\mathrm{V}\circ$ in $\lambda_{exc}$ .
The above proposition can be verified by $\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}1}\mathrm{d}_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ . $\mathrm{E}_{\mathrm{S}}1^{)\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}(2)$ is confirlned using
that $(M[y:=\lambda_{\sim}^{\sim}.y(_{\sim}\sim N)])^{\circ}\triangleright_{,\wedge}^{*},$ $M^{\mathrm{o}}[y\Leftarrow N^{\mathrm{o}}]$ , where to prove (2), in contrast to $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}10$ ,
the case of (d1) introduces conversions instead of reductions. $\mathrm{F}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\ln(2)$ , equivalent $\lambda_{\triangle}-$
terms are translated into equivalent $\lambda_{e\tau c}$-terms with respect to conversions (correctness
of the translation).
Definition 9 (Translation from $\lambda_{CTC}$ to $\lambda_{\Delta}$ )
$x^{+}=x$ ; $(\lambda x.M)+=\lambda x.M^{+};$
$(yM)^{+}=yM^{+};$ $(MN)^{+}=\Lambda I^{+}N^{+};$
$(rai_{S}e\lambda I)^{+}=\triangle d.\lambda I^{+}$ provided $d\not\in F\}^{\Gamma}(\lambda I)$ ; $([y]\wedge\iota I)^{+}=\triangle y.y\Lambda I^{+}$ . $0$
Proposition 12 If $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{\triangle}}M:A$ , then $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{\Gamma xc}}\Lambda I^{+}$ : $A$ .
As regards the statement that if we have $\wedge\lambda/I\triangleright_{\epsilon 0^{\cdot}C^{\wedge}}\backslash ^{\tau}\mathrm{i}$ , then $M^{+}=\triangle\perp 7\mathrm{V}^{+}$ in $\lambda_{\Delta}$ , where $=_{\Delta}$
is the reflexive, $\mathrm{s}_{\mathrm{Y}}$. $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\cdot$ , and transitive closure $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\triangleright \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\lambda_{\triangle}$ , our reduction rule of (e4-2)
fails even if we drop (e3-1) and (e3-2). Our observation suggests adding a new reduction
to $\lambda_{\triangle}$ , instead of (d3), such that $\triangle x.x\triangle d.M\triangleright\triangle x.M$ where $d\not\in FV(M):(\mathrm{d}4)$ . Here, the
new rule (d4) is a general form of (d3). The dropped (d3) rule can be recovered by $(\mathrm{d}\mathit{2})$
and (d4), and moreover the simulation of Felleisen’s $\lambda_{c}$ [FFKD86] by $\lambda_{\triangle}$ (call-by-valne
variant), which is observed in [RS94] is not lost. Then we can obtain that $M^{+}\triangleright^{*}N^{+}$
in $\lambda_{\triangle}$ if $M\triangleright_{exc}N$ without (e3-1) and (e3-2). Moreover, we have that $(\Lambda I^{+})^{\mathrm{o}}\triangleright_{exC}^{*}\Lambda$[ and
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that $(M^{\mathrm{O}})^{+}\triangleright^{*}M$ in $\lambda_{\triangle}$ with (d4) instead of (d3). Hence, as in Corollary 4, there is an
isomorphism between $\lambda_{\epsilon xc}$ witout $(\mathrm{e}3-1),(\mathrm{e}3- 2)$ and $\lambda_{\triangle}$ with (d4) instead of (d3).
With respect to the remaining rules (e3-1) and (e3-2), they can be $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}_{\ln}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ in $\lambda_{\triangle}$ by
using the following rule:
$y\triangle x.M\triangleright M[x:=y]$ ,
where the type of the variable $y$ is of the form $\wedge 4arrow\perp$ . All the above modification of $\lambda_{\triangle}$
can lead to an isomorphism between them $(\lambda_{\triangle}\simeq\lambda_{exc})$ .
4.3.3 Relation to a variant of $\lambda_{c}$-Calculus of Felleisen6
For reasoning about a call-by-value $1_{C\ln}‘ \mathrm{g}\mathrm{u}\zeta‘\iota \mathrm{g}\mathrm{C}$ , Felleisen, et al. $[\mathrm{F}\mathrm{F}\mathrm{K}\mathrm{D}86][\mathrm{F}\mathrm{H}9\mathit{2}]$ in-
troduced the $\lambda_{\mathrm{r}}$-calculus extending the type-free $\lambda_{1}$,-calculus of Plotkin [Plot75] with the
control operator $C$ and the abort operator $A$ . By Griffin [Grif90] the $\lambda_{c}$-calculus $\mathrm{h}i\mathrm{k}\mathrm{S}$ been
applied to extend the Curry-Howard $\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{r}_{1^{)}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{m}$ to classical logic from a computational
interest. It is a distinct point that $\lambda_{c}$ has the usual reduction rules and the computation
rules used only at the top-level, which bring the computation of the top-level continuation
to a stop. Since P.de Groote [Groo94] proved that there is an isomorphism between $\lambda_{l}\iota$
and a call-by-namG variant of $\lambda_{c}$ , the relation may be obvious. However, we $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}$)$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}$ that
the $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}$)$\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ rules in $\lambda_{c}$ are necessary to simulate some of the compatible rules in
$\lambda_{exc}$ and that $\lambda_{exc}$ would $|$) $\mathrm{e}$ simulated in $\lambda_{c}$ with $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{l}11\mathrm{C}$ reduction rule. According to the
observations in [Groo94] [RS94], we consider a call-by-namc variant of $\lambda_{c}$ as follows: The
terms are defined as usual.
$M::=x|\lambda x.M|$ MM $|\mathcal{F}_{\mathit{1}}1I$
The reduction rules are $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}/J$-reduction, $(F_{L})$ , and $(F_{\dagger op})$ as follows:
$(F_{T_{\lrcorner}}):(\mathcal{F}M)\mathit{1}\mathrm{V}\triangleright \mathcal{F}(\lambda k.M(\lambda f.k(fN)))$; $(F_{top}):\mathcal{F}\Lambda I\triangleright \mathcal{F}(\lambda k.M(\lambda f.kf))$ .
The $01^{1}$) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathcal{F}$ has the type $\neg\neg Aarrow A$ , which is a $\mathrm{V}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{c\mathrm{m}\mathrm{t}}$‘ of and can be defined by
Felleisen’s $C$ , see [RS94]. In addition, the $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{1)\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{t}\dot{\zeta}\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}$ rule is $(F_{T}):\mathcal{F}M\triangleright_{TA}\mathfrak{h}I\lambda X^{t}..I^{\cdot}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}_{C}‘\iota \mathrm{t}$
is applied only at the top-level.
Definition 10 (Translation from $\lambda_{c}$ to $\lambda_{ex\mathrm{r}}$ )
$\langle x\rangle=x$ ; $\langle\lambda x.\lambda I\rangle=\lambda x.\langle\wedge \mathrm{V}I\rangle’$ ;
$\langle MN\rangle=\langle M\rangle\langle\Lambda/^{\tau}\rangle$ ; $\langle \mathcal{F}\Lambda I\rangle=[y]\uparrow\cdot aise(\langle \mathit{1}\backslash I\rangle\lambda\backslash \tau.y_{i?\cdot)}.$ $\mathrm{O}$
Proposition 13 (1) If we have $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{\Gamma}}M:A$ , then $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{\epsilon x\mathrm{r}}}\langle M\rangle$ : $A$ .
(2) If we have $M\triangleright N$ in $\lambda_{c}$ , then $\langle M\rangle=_{\epsilon xc}\langle_{\perp}\mathrm{V}\rangle$ .
The above proposition can be proved by a straightforward induction.
Definition 11 (Translation from $\lambda_{\epsilon x\cdot c}$ to $\lambda_{c}$ )
$\overline{\mathrm{t}\tau}=I$ ; $\overline{\lambda x.M}=\lambda I.\overline{f\mathrm{L}I}.\cdot$
$\overline{y\lambda\prime I}=y\overline{\Lambda I}$ ; $\overline{\Lambda I\Lambda^{\tau}}=\overline{\wedge’][}_{\backslash _{\perp}}\overline{/\backslash \mathit{7}}.\cdot$
$\overline{\uparrow ai\mathit{8}C\mathrm{n}/I}=\mathcal{F}(\lambda v.\overline{\wedge hI})$ where $\iota$ ’ is a fresh variable: $\overline{[1/]\wedge\phi I}=\mathcal{F}(\lambda y.\iota/\overline{\mathrm{j}\iota[})$ . $\mathrm{O}$
Proposition 14 If $u$) $e$ have $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{PT\Gamma}}$ it $I$ : A. then $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{c}\perp}\overline{\eta,I}$ .
With $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}_{1^{)\mathrm{e}}}\mathrm{t}\cdot \mathrm{t}$ to the correctness of the translation, the reduction rules (e2) and (e5)
can be simulated by $(F_{\Gamma_{J}})$ . We also have that $\langle\overline{\mathit{1}\mathrm{t}\prime I}\rangle\triangleright_{exc}^{*}\mathrm{j}lI$ . In contrast, the compatible
rules (4-1) and (4-2) can be sinmlated by the use of the $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}- \mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}1$) $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\rceil_{)}1\mathrm{C}(F_{T})$ . Moreover,
for (e3-1) and (e3-2), they can be simulated i.n $\lambda_{c}\mathrm{b}.\mathrm{y}_{1\mathrm{t}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ the following reduction rule
$F_{R}^{\prime/}$ :
6See also 9.2 Relation to Felleisen’s $\lambda_{c}$ .
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$y(\mathcal{F}M)\triangleright M(\lambda x,.yX)$ ,
where the type of $y$ is of the form $\neg A$ . This reduction rule is a special folm of $C_{R’}’$
in Barbanera and Berardi [BB93], $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\cdot \mathrm{h}$ is also used in [Groo94] to simulate $(S1)$ of
$\lambda\mu$ in the $\lambda_{c}$-calculus. With the help of $(F_{top})$ and $(F_{R}’’)$ , we can show that $\overline{\langle \mathcal{F}\lambda I\rangle}=$
$\mathcal{F}(\lambda y.y\mathcal{F}(\lambda\iota f.\overline{\langle\phi I\rangle}\lambda.T.yX))\triangleright \mathcal{F}(\lambda y.(\lambda v.\overline{\langle-\mathit{1}\iota I\rangle}\lambda x.yx)\lambda k.yk)\triangleright \mathcal{F}(\lambda y.\overline{\langle\Lambda I\rangle}(\lambda_{X.yx}))$ , and then we
have that $\overline{\langle \mathcal{F}\Lambda\prime[\rangle}=\mathcal{F}M$ in $\lambda_{c}$ , which can lead to $\overline{\langle \mathit{1}\mathrm{V}I\rangle}=M$ in $\lambda_{t}.$ . Hence, there is an
isomorphism between $\lambda_{c}$ and $\lambda_{exc}$ without (e4-1) and (e4-2), denoted by $\lambda_{c}\simeq\lambda_{exc}$ , which
is consistent with $\lambda_{\epsilon xc}\simeq\lambda_{l}\iota$ (Corollary 4), and $\lambda\mu\simeq\lambda_{c}$. [Groo94]. However, comparing
with the proof of $\lambda_{l}\iota\simeq\lambda_{c}$ , the $1$) $\Gamma \mathrm{O}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}$ of $\overline{\langle M\rangle}=\wedge lI$ in $\lambda_{c}$ needs one more reduction rule,
i.e., $F_{R}’’$ , which would reveal another aspect of the relation between $\lambda_{exc}$ and $\lambda\mu$ .
5 $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}-\mathrm{b}\mathrm{y}$-Value Language $\lambda_{exc}^{v}$
We provide a simple natural deduction $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{G}\mathrm{n}}1\lambda^{v_{T}}c(^{J}$of classical propositional logic, in which
the reduction rules are based on a call-by-value strategy. Since there is an isomorphism
with respect to conversions between $\lambda_{cxc}$ and Parigot’s $\lambda\ell\iota-\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{S}[\mathrm{P}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}92],$ $\lambda_{cxc}^{v}$ can also
be regarded, in some sense, as a $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}1- \mathrm{I}$)$\mathrm{y}- \mathrm{v}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}^{1}$ variant of $\lambda\mu$-calculus.
The notion of values is defined as variables, $\lambda$-abstractions, and terms of the form
$yl^{\gamma}$ for a value $\mathrm{L}^{\Gamma}$ as in [Groo95], where the variable $y$ works as a value-constructor for
any value $V$ . On the other hand, since a term of the form $[.y]M$ , like a packet $0_{1}$) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$
by (ev4-1), is not regarded as a value, $(\lambda x.kI_{1})[\iota J]\mathit{1}\mathrm{v}[_{2}$ does not become a $\beta$-redex, but
another redex that is dual to the structural reduction in [Pari92], which is logically a kind





(ev2-1) (raise $M$ ) $N\triangleright_{exc}^{v}(?\cdot ai_{S}eM)$ ; (ev2-2) $V(\gamma\cdot aiSeM)\triangleright_{exc}^{l}$’ (raise $M$);
(ev3-1) $y(raiseM)\triangleright_{PTC}^{\iota}’\Lambda I$ ; (ev3-2) $.y([y_{1}]M)\triangleright_{e\mathrm{r}\cdot c}^{I}’ yM[,y_{1}:=y]$ ;
(ev4-1) $[y]M\triangleright_{rxc}^{v}\Lambda I$ if $y\not\in FV(M)$ ; (ev4-2) $[y](\uparrow aiSeyM)$ $\triangleright_{exc}^{\tau\rangle}$
(ev5-1) $([y]M)N\triangleright_{\zeta}^{v}:x\cdot c[y]((\lambda f[y\Leftarrow N])N)$ ; (ev5-2)
$\mathrm{I}^{\Gamma},([y]M)\triangleright_{xc}^{v}‘’[y](\iota^{r}[y,]\mathit{1}\mathrm{t}’(M[VI,\Rightarrow.y]))$
,
where $\mathrm{J}/I[y\Leftarrow N]$ and $M[N\Rightarrow.y]$ are defined respectively as follows:
$x[y\Leftarrow N]=_{\mathrm{t}}\tau$ ;
$(\lambda x.M)[y\Leftarrow N]=\lambda_{X}.M[y\Leftarrow N]$ ;
$(yM)[y\Leftarrow N]=y(\lambda f[y\Leftarrow N]N)$ ;
$(y’M)[y\Leftarrow N]=y’(\lambda I[y\Leftarrow- \mathrm{V}])$ if $y’\not\equiv y$ ;
$(M_{12}\Lambda p)[y\Leftarrow f\mathrm{V}^{\tau}]=(\Lambda I_{1}[y\Leftarrow \mathrm{i}\mathrm{V}])(\wedge \mathrm{f}\iota,I_{2}.[y\Leftarrow N])$ ;
(raise $\mathit{1}\mathrm{t}/I$ ) $[.y\Leftarrow N]=raise(M[y\Leftarrow N])$ ;
$([y’ : \neg A^{J}]\wedge \mathrm{b}I)[y\Leftarrow N]=[y’ : \neg\wedge 4’](M[y\Leftarrow N])$.
$x[N\Rightarrow y]=x$ ;
$(\lambda x.M)[N\Rightarrow y]=\lambda x.(\Lambda I[N\Rightarrow y]).’$.
$(y\lambda,f)[l\mathrm{V}\Rightarrow y]=,y(\Lambda^{\Gamma}(M[N\Rightarrow y]))$ ;
$(y’M)[N\Rightarrow/\iota]=.y’(M[N\Rightarrow y])$ if $y’\not\equiv y$ ;
$(\Lambda f_{1\wedge}\mathrm{V}I_{2})[N\Rightarrow y]=(M_{1}[N\Rightarrow y])(M_{2}[N\Rightarrow y])$ ;
(raise $\mathrm{i}1/I$ ) $[N\Rightarrow y]=raise(\Lambda[[N\Rightarrow.y])$ ;
$([y’]M)[N\Rightarrow y]=[y’](M[N\Rightarrow,y])$ .
The binary $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\triangleright_{t’ TC}^{l^{\mathrm{x}}}$’ is defined by the reflexive transitive closure $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\triangleright_{exc}^{v}$ , and the
congruence relation is denoted by $=_{ex\cdot c}^{\mathrm{t}}\backslash$ . The $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\triangleright_{d_{V}}$ is defined as usual. We sometimes
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use the term $[y:\neg A]M$ instead of $[y]\lambda I$ .
Proposition 15 There $exist\mathit{8}$ a term $M$ such that $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{cxc}^{v}}\mathrm{i}\vee I$ : $\mathrm{a}4$ iff $A$ as a formula is
classically provable from F.
Proposition 16 (Subject Reduction) Let $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{\epsilon xc}^{v}}M$ : A. If $M\triangleright_{exc}^{v}N$ , then $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{c\mathrm{r}\Gamma}^{1}}$,
$N:A$ .
Although $\lambda_{\mathrm{c}’ a.c}^{l}$. is silnple, the data types of pair and $\mathrm{c}.\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}$-analysis given below are
naturally $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}_{1^{)}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}}1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ by the definability in classical logic.
Example 3 (Definition $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}+$ ) $A+B=\neg Aarrow B$ :
$inl(M)=\lambda_{T}..rai_{S}e(xM)$ ; $in\uparrow\cdot(- l/I)=\lambda v.M.\cdot$, when$(M, [X_{1}]N_{1}, [X_{2}]N2)=[.y](\lambda x_{2}.N_{2})(M\lambda X_{1}.yN1)$ .
Then we can obtain the following $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}.\mathrm{a}$tion:
$whc7l(i\prime bl(V), [I_{1}]N_{1}, [x_{2}]4\mathrm{v}2)\triangleright_{cx}|’*C^{\mathrm{a}}l\mathrm{V}_{1}[x_{1}:=V]$; $u$) $hen(inr(V), [.\tau_{1}]\Lambda r[1,X_{2}]N_{2})\triangleright_{c}^{v*}N_{\underline{)}[}xc.X_{2}$ $:=$
V].
Let a context $\mathcal{E}[]$ with a hole $[]$ be as follows:
$\mathcal{E}[]::=[]|V(\mathcal{E}[])|(\mathcal{E}[])M$ .
We denote $\mathcal{E}[M]$ by the term obtained by $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}_{1^{)}\mathrm{g}}1\mathrm{a}\mathrm{C}^{\cdot}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}$ $[]$ in $\mathcal{E}[]$ with the term $f\eta,f$ . Then we
have $\mathcal{E}[\uparrow\cdot aiSC\Delta \mathfrak{h},I]\triangleright_{\epsilon xc}^{l’*}\uparrow\cdot aiseM\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}\mathcal{E}[[y]_{\Gamma a}ise(yM)]\triangleright_{\mathrm{t}Tc}^{\mathrm{t}*}’[_{1}y]raiSe(y\mathcal{E}[hf])$where $y\not\in F\mathrm{t}’\vee(M)$ .
Here, the continuation $\mathcal{E}$ with respect to $[y]raise(.yM)$ is accumulated as an argument of
$y$ .
Example 4 (Exit Mechanism by a Proof of Peirce’s Law)
Let $P_{1}$ be $\lambda x_{1}.[y]X_{1((.\cdot)}\lambda x_{2}.?\cdot aiSeya_{2})$ of the type $((Aarrow B)arrow A)arrow A$. We consider the
following two cases. The first case is called a norlllal case, and the secolld is an exceptional
case.
(1) Case of $k\not\in F\mathrm{V}’(\Lambda I)$ :
$\mathcal{P}_{1}\lambda k.M=(\lambda_{X_{1}}.[y]X_{1}(\lambda_{X_{2}.ra}i_{S}e(\iota/X\mathit{2})))\lambda k.M\triangleright_{\epsilon\tau’ c}^{\mathrm{t})*}[.y]_{\mathit{1}}lI\triangleright_{\epsilon’ xc}^{1}M$ .
(2) Case of $k\not\in FV(\mathcal{E}[V])$ :
$P_{1}\lambda k.\mathcal{E}[k\iota\gamma]\triangleright_{cxc}^{v*}[y]\mathcal{E}[\uparrow\cdot ai_{S}\rho(.yV)]\triangleright_{exc}^{v*}[y]t\cdot aise(yV)\triangleright_{\epsilon\tau c}^{v}[y]V\triangleright_{\epsilon}^{\iota}’ xcV$ .
In the second case, the context $\mathcal{E}[]$ is abandoned, and the value $V$ to be passed on has the
same type as that of the exceptional parameter of $P_{1}$ , which can be applied to $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}_{1^{)}}1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$
a $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\ln_{\mathrm{P}}1\mathrm{e}$ exit mechanism. This is the reason why type $A$ in the definition of $(e.\tau c)$ is a type
of exceptional parameter. In terms of $ML$ [MTH90], informally $[y:\neg A]M$ may be read
as let exception $\mathrm{y}$ of A in $\mathrm{M}$ handle $(\mathrm{y}\mathrm{x})=>\mathrm{x}$ end, based on the correspondence
$\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\perp \mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}exn$ (type of $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}1$)$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{S}$ in $ML)^{\overline{/}}$ .
When an exception arises, we often use an exception handler to continue the com-
putations. From a programming viewpoint, we show three general programs, including
programs for normal and exceptional cases. These general programs can be written in the
restricted syntax.
(1) $L\equiv\lambda xg.[y]g(X(\lambda k.\Gamma aise(yk)))$ : $((Aarrow B)arrow C)arrow(Carrow A)arrow A$
$\mathcal{L}\mathrm{t}^{r_{1}}\mathrm{L}^{\gamma}‘ 2$ provides the following computation: If $V_{\rceil}$ returns a normal value $V$ , then the
result of $\mathcal{L}V_{1}V_{2}$ is $V_{2}.\dagger^{\mathit{7}}\text{ }$ . If $V_{1}$ raises an exception with a value $V’$ , then the entire result
becomes $V’$ . That is, $\mathcal{L}$ computes a composition of $V_{2}$. and $V_{1}$ of a normal case. This type
is a substitution instance of Lukasiewicz’s formula.
(2) $\mathcal{H}\equiv\lambda xf.[y]X(\lambda k.\uparrow\cdot ai\mathit{8}C(y(fk)))$ : $((Aarrow B)arrow C)arrow(Aarrow C)arrow C$
7See also section 8.
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$\mathcal{H}V_{1}\gamma_{2}^{\gamma}$ gives the following computation: If $V_{1}$ returns a normal value $V$ , then the whole
result is $V$ . If $V_{1}$ raises an exception with a value $V’$ , then the result of $\mathcal{H}V_{1}V_{2}$. becomes
$V_{2}V’$ . Namely, $\mathcal{H}$ can be regarded as a handler of an exceptional case.
(3) $\mathcal{G}\equiv\lambda.\tau gf.[y]g(_{X((}\lambda k.\uparrow\cdot ai_{S}ey(fk)))):((Aarrow B)arrow C)arrow(Carrow D)arrow(Aarrow D)arrow$
$D$
$\mathcal{G}$ is obtained to combine the roles of $\mathcal{L}$ and 7# into one program.
In all of the above, the type of exceptional return, if it happens, is the same as the
type of exceptional parameter.
To demonstrate simple examples we assume the constants and the constant functions
used below, and the reduction rules and the inference rules are also assumed:
if true then $M$ else $N\triangleright M$ , if false then $M$ else $N\triangleright N$ ;
fix $f.M\triangleright M$ [ $f:=\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{x}$ f.llI];
$. \frac{\Gamma,f.\wedge 4arrow B,x\cdot A.\vdash fI\cdot B}{\Gamma\vdash \mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{X}}f.\lambda_{I_{\wedge}}.\mathrm{i}\nu I\cdot Aarrow B}..(f.i_{X)}$
(i) Let prod be
$\lambda l’.\lambda e.\tau it$ . ( $\mathrm{f}$ ix $f.\lambda l$ . if $l=nil$ then 1
else if car $(l)=0$ then exit $0$ else $*$ (car $(l)$ ) $(f(\mathrm{c}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{r}(l))))l’$
with the type int list $arrow$ (int $arrow$ int) $arrow$ int.
To compute the product of all integers in the integer list $l$ , using $\mathrm{E}_{\mathrm{X}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{p}}1\mathrm{e}4$ we define
Prod as $\lambda l.\mathcal{P}_{1}$ (prod $l$ ) with the type int list $arrow$ int. $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}(l)$ makes it possible to
return $0$ immediately as an exception if $l$ contains $0$ . For instance, we compute $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}*$
1 2 $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}*03$ in the following:
Prod $[1, 2, 0,3]\triangleright^{*}[y]$ (fix $f$ . $\cdots$ )[ $1,2,0,31\triangleright^{\mathrm{x}}[y]*1$ ( ( $\mathrm{f}$ ix$f$ . $\cdots$ ) $[2,0,3]$ )
$\triangleright^{*}[y]*1$ ( $*2$ ( $\mathrm{f}$ ix$f$ . $\cdots$ ) $[0,3]$ ) $\triangleright^{*}[y]*1$ ( $*2$ (raise $(y0))$ ) $\triangleright^{*}[y]$ raise $(y0)$
$\triangleright^{*}0$ .
Instead of $\mathcal{P}_{1}$ , when we use $\mathcal{G}$ in the above, the program $\mathcal{G}$ (prod $l$ ) $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{g}0$ if
$l$ contains $0$ , otherwise $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{n}$ where $\mathrm{n}$ is the product of $l$ .
(ii) Let’ quot $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{n}$ : int be
( $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{f}\cdot\lambda ab$ . if $a<b$ then $0$ else $+1$ ( $f$ (- a $b$ ) $b$ )) $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{n}$
where m,n : int. Using $\mathrm{E}_{\mathrm{X}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}1}1^{)}1\mathrm{e}3$ , define $\mathrm{g}$ a $\mathrm{b}$ : int $+\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ by
if $\mathrm{b}=0$ then inr (‘ ‘ error’ ’) else inl (quot a b).
To compute the quotient, Quot $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{n}$ : string is defined as when $(\mathrm{g}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{n},$ $[x_{1}]\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}(X_{1})$ ,
$[x_{2}]_{X_{2}})$ .
6 Church-Rosser Property of $\lambda_{exc}^{v}$
In this section, we prove that $\lambda_{cxc}^{\mathrm{i}J}$ has the Church-Rosser property by the well-known
method of parallel reductions [Bare84] [Plot75] [Taka89] and the Lemma of Hindley-Rosen,
see [Bare84].
Proposition 17 (Church-Rosser Theorem) If $\mathit{1}$][ $\triangleright_{Pxc}^{v}N_{1}*$ $and\wedge lI\triangleright_{\epsilon Tc^{\perp}}^{v}*7\backslash _{2}^{\tau}$( , then $N_{1}\triangleright_{C}^{v}xc*$
$M’$ and $N_{2}\triangleright_{cxc}^{v*}M’$ for some $M’$ .
To prove this proposition, define two parallel reductions, $\gg_{1}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\gg_{2}$ , on $\lambda_{\epsilon xc}$ -terms,
for technical reasons (commutativity of the two parallel reductions).
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(1) $x\gg_{1}x$ ;
(2) if $M\gg \mathrm{l}N$ , then $\lambda x.M\gg \mathrm{l}\lambda x.N$ ;
(3) if $M\gg_{1}N$ , then $rai\mathit{8}e\wedge hI\gg_{1}$ raise $\Lambda^{r}$(:
(4) if $\wedge\eta,I_{?}\cdot\gg_{1}N_{1}(i=1,2)$ , then $\Lambda I_{1^{\mathit{1}}}VI_{2}\gg_{1}\Lambda_{1\mathit{1}}^{r}\mathrm{v}_{2;}$
(5) if $M\gg_{1}N_{1}$ and $V\gg\iota N_{2}$ then $(\lambda x.M)V\gg\iota N_{1}[x:=N_{2}]$ ;
(6) if $M_{1}\gg_{1}N_{1}$ , then (raise $\Lambda I_{1}$ ) $\Lambda I_{2}\gg_{1}\uparrow\cdot ai\mathit{8}eN1$ for any $\mathit{1}lI\underline{\cdot)}$ ;
(7) if $\mathit{1}\mathrm{W}_{1}\gg \mathrm{l}\perp N_{1}$ , then $V(rai_{S}e\lambda I_{1})\gg_{1}rai_{\mathit{8}}e,$ $N_{1}$ for any $V$ ;
(8) if $\Lambda I_{7}\gg\iota\perp \mathrm{V}_{i}(i=1,2)$ , then $([y]\Lambda I_{1})M_{2}\gg_{1}[y]((\mathit{1}\mathrm{V}_{1}[y\Leftarrow N_{2}])\wedge N_{2})$ ;
(9) if $l^{\Gamma},\gg[l\mathrm{V}_{1}^{f}$ and $M\gg_{1}\Lambda_{\mathit{2}}^{\mathrm{v}}$ , then $V([y]\lambda I)\gg_{1}[y](N_{1}(_{\mathit{1}\mathrm{v}_{2}}[N_{1}\Rightarrow y]))$ ;
(10) if $M\gg_{1}N$ , then $[y]M\gg_{1}[y]N$ ;
(11) if $M\gg_{1}N$ , then $yM\gg_{1}.yN$ :
(12) if $M\gg \mathrm{l}N$ , then $y(\uparrow aiseM)\gg_{1}N$ ;
(13) if $M\gg_{1}N$ , then $y[y_{1}]M\gg_{1}\mathrm{c}/\mathit{1}\mathrm{v}[y_{1}:=y]$ .
Lemma 11 If $V\gg_{1}M$ , then $M$ is a value.
If $M\gg_{1}\mathit{1}\mathrm{V}_{1}$ and $V\gg_{1}\lrcorner\prime \mathrm{V}_{2}$ . then $M[x:=\tau^{J}r]\gg_{1}\Lambda^{r_{1}}[.\tau\cdot:=N_{2}]$ .
If $\Lambda f_{?}\cdot\gg_{1}N_{i}(i--1,\mathit{2})$, then $\mathrm{A}7\vee I_{1}[y\Leftarrow\wedge lI_{2}]\gg]\angle 7\backslash _{1}^{\mathcal{T}}[y\Leftarrow N_{2}]$.
If $\Lambda^{\mathit{1}}I\gg_{1}N_{1}$ and $V\gg_{1}N_{2}$ , then $M[V\Rightarrow y]\gg_{1}N_{1}[N_{2}\Rightarrow y]$ .
Lemma 12 For any $N$ , if we have $\lambda I\gg_{1}\Lambda^{f}’$ , then $N\gg \mathrm{l}\mathit{1}lI^{\mathrm{x}}|$ for some $\lambda I^{*\mathrm{l}}$
Proof. By induction on the derivation of $>>\mathrm{l}$ . Here, $\perp(\lambda,I^{*}1$ can be $\mathrm{i}_{11}\mathrm{d}_{\mathrm{U}}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}$ given as
follows:
(1) $x^{*1}=_{\mathrm{t}}\tau;\backslash \cdot$
(2) $(\lambda x.M)*1=\lambda x.M^{\star}\mathit{1};$ ;
(3) $($ raise $\Lambda I)^{*1}=\uparrow\cdot ai_{SC}\Lambda I^{*\iota}:$ :
(4-1) $((\lambda a\cdot.\Lambda I)V)^{*}1=\Lambda I^{*1}[x:=V^{\mathrm{x}}1]$ ,
(4-2) $((\uparrow \mathit{0}iSC\Lambda I)N)^{*1}=\uparrow\cdot aiseM*1$ ,
(4-3) $(V(\uparrow\cdot aise\wedge lI))^{*}\mathrm{l}=rai\mathit{8}e\mathrm{n}I*1$ ,
(4-4) $(([y]M)N)^{*}1=[\iota/]((\mathrm{A}\mathfrak{h}I\mathrm{X}1[y\Leftarrow \mathit{1}\mathrm{V}^{*1}])N^{*}1)$ ,
(4-4) $(V([y]\Lambda I))^{*}1=[y](V^{\mathrm{x}}](M*1[V*1\Rightarrow.y]))$ ,
(4-6) $(\Lambda I\Lambda^{j^{\tau}})^{*1}=M^{*1*1}N;$ :
(5) $([l/]\mathrm{j}\downarrow\ell)^{*}1=[y]\mathrm{j}\downarrow\prime I\mathrm{x}1;$ ;
(6-1) $(y(rai_{S}eM))*1=t^{l]I^{*1}}$ ,
(6-2) $(y[y_{\mathrm{l}}]_{\mathit{1}\mathrm{t}}I)*1=y_{\perp}WI*1[y]:=y]$ ,
(6-3) $(.yM)^{*1}=y^{\phi}\wedge I^{*1}$ . $\square$
To cover the remaining $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$ , we define $>>_{2}$ inductively as follows:
(1) $x\gg_{2}x$ :
(2) if $\wedge \mathrm{t}I\gg_{2}N$ , then $\lambda_{\backslash }\tau\cdot.M\gg_{2}\lambda.?\cdot.N$ :
(3) if $\perp lI\gg_{2}N$ , then raise $-\prime lI\gg_{2}$ raise $N$ ;
(4) if $\Lambda I,\cdot\gg_{2\perp}\prime \mathrm{V}_{?}(i=1,2)$ , then $M_{1}M_{2}\gg_{2^{\mathit{1}}12}\mathrm{v}\wedge^{\tau}$ ;
(5) if $\wedge lI_{1}\gg_{2}N_{1}$ , then (raise $\wedge \mathrm{t},I_{1}$ ) $\Lambda I_{2}.\gg\underline{\cdot)}$ raise $\mathit{1}\mathrm{V}_{1}$ for $\dot{c}\mathrm{m}.\mathrm{y}f\mathrm{t},I_{2}$ :
(6) if $\mathit{1}lI_{1}\gg_{2}N_{1}$ , then $V(\uparrow\cdot ai_{Se\prime\iota}\wedge I_{1})\gg_{2}$ raise $N_{1}$ for any $V$ :
(6) if $M\gg_{2^{\lrcorner}}\mathrm{V}$ , then $[y]\lambda I\gg_{2}[y]N$ ;
(7) if $M\gg_{2}N$ , then $[y]l|I\gg_{2}\mathit{1}\mathrm{V}$ where $y\not\in FV(\Lambda I)$ ;
(8) if $- WI\gg_{2}N$ , then $[y](\Gamma ai,\sigma ev^{1I}A)\gg_{\mathit{2}}[y]N$ ;
(9) if $-’\lambda/I\gg_{2}N$ , then $y_{\mathit{1}}lI\gg_{2}yN$ ;
(10) if $\mathrm{i}l,I\gg_{2}N$ , then $y(\uparrow\cdot ai_{S}e\wedge\eta I)\gg_{2}N$.
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Lemma 13 For any $N$ , if we have $M\gg_{2}N$ , then $\mathit{1}\mathrm{V}\gg_{2}\mathrm{i}l\prime f*2$ for some $M^{*2}$ .
Proof. By induction on the derivation $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\gg_{2}$ . Here, $kf^{*2}$ can be inductively given as
follows:
(1) $x^{*2}=X;$ ;
(2) $(\lambda x.M)*2=\lambda x.M^{*2};$ ;
(3) $($ raise $M)^{*2}=raiseM^{*}2;$ ;
(4-1) $((raiseM)N)^{*2}=raiseM*2$ ,
(4-2) $(V(raiseM))^{*}2=\uparrow\cdot ai_{S}e\Lambda\tau*2$ ,
(4-3) $(MN)^{*}2=M*2N^{\mathrm{x}}2;\mathrm{i}$
(5-1) $([y]\mathit{1}lI)^{*}2=M^{*2}$ if $y\not\in Fl’(M)$ ,
(5-2) $([.y](\Gamma aiSeyM))^{*2}=[y]\mathit{1}\backslash /I^{*2}$,
(5-3) $([y]M)*2=[y]_{\perp}^{\psi}f*\mathit{2};$ ;
(6-1) $(y(\gamma aiseM))*2=- \mathrm{k}I^{*2}$ ,
(6-2) $(yM)^{*2}=yM^{*2}‘$ . $\square$
It is clear that $M\gg_{1}M$ and $M\gg_{2}\Lambda f$ . Let $\gg_{1}^{*}$ and $\gg_{2}^{*}$ be the transitive closures
$\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\gg_{1}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\gg_{2}$ , respectively. Now we can obtain that $\gg_{1}^{*}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\gg_{\mathit{2}}^{\mathrm{x}}$ are commutative. For
this, it is enough to show the following lemma [Bare84].
Lemma 14 If we have $M\gg_{1}\Lambda I_{1}$ and $M\gg\underline{\cdot)}\Lambda I_{2}$ , then $\wedge lI_{2}\gg \mathrm{l}N$ and $\Lambda I_{1}\gg_{2}*N$ for
some $N$ .
Proof. Some of the essential cases are as follows:
Case of $([y](\Gamma ai_{S}e,yM))N\gg_{1}[y](rai_{Se}y(M[y\Leftarrow N]N))N$ , and $([y](raiseyM))\mathit{1}\mathrm{V}\gg_{2}$
$([y]M)N$ :
$([y]M)N\gg_{1}[y]M[y\Leftarrow N]N$ , and $[y](rai_{Se}y(M[y\Leftarrow N]\mathit{1}\mathrm{V}))N\gg_{2}[y](rai_{Se}y(M[y\Leftarrow$
$N]N))\gg_{2}[y]M[.y\Leftarrow N]N$ .
Case of $V([y](\uparrow aiS\dot{e}yM))\gg_{1}[y]V(rai_{S}ey(VM[\dagger^{\gamma}\Rightarrow y]))$ , and $V([y](rai_{Se}yM))\gg_{2}$
$V([y]M)$ :
$V([y]M)\gg_{1}[y]VM[V\Rightarrow y]$ , and $[y]V(rai_{S}ey(VM[V\Rightarrow.y]))\gg_{2}[y](rai_{S}e$ y(VM[t \Gamma \Rightarrow
$y]))\gg_{2}[y]VM[V\Rightarrow y]$ .
Case of $y[y_{1}](raisCy_{1}M\mathrm{I}\gg_{1}y(’ ai_{Se}yM[y1:=y])$ , and $y[y_{1}](raisey_{1}M)\gg_{2}y[y1]M$ :
$y[y_{1}]M\gg_{1}yM[y_{1}:=y]$ , and $y(\uparrow\cdot aiseyM[y_{1}:=y])\gg_{\mathit{2}}yM[y_{1}:=y]$ . $\square$
From Lemmata 12 and 13, we obtain that $\gg_{1}$ and $\gg_{2}$ have the diamond $\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}_{1^{y\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{y}}}$ ,
and so have $\gg_{1}^{*}$ and $\gg_{\underline{9}}^{*}$ . Moreover, fron] Lemma 14 and the Lemma of Hindley-Rosen
[Bare84], $(\gg_{1}\cup\gg_{2})^{*}$ . has the diamond property. Since we have $(\gg_{1}\cup\gg_{2})^{*}=\triangleright_{exc}^{v*}$ ,
Proposition 18 (Church-Rosser) is confirmed.
7 CPS-Translation of $\lambda_{exc}$-Terms
We provide the translation from a variant of $\lambda_{exc}^{v}$ to $\lambda^{arrow}$ , which logically induces Kuroda’s
translation and is applied to show the strong normalization property with respect to the
strict fragment of $\lambda_{e}^{1\prime}xc$ . This translation, with an auxiliary function $\Psi$ for values, comes
from $\mathrm{P}1_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}[\mathrm{P}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}75]$ and de $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}[\mathrm{C}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}95]$ . It is proved that the translation is sound
with respect to conversions.
Definition 12 (CPS-translation from $\lambda_{exc}^{v}$ to $\lambda^{arrow}$ )
$\overline{x}=\lambda k.kx$ ; $\overline{\lambda x.\mathit{1}1I}=\lambda k.k(\lambda X_{\mathit{1}}.\overline{1I})_{j}$
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$\overline{yM}=\lambda k.k(\overline{\mathit{1}1I}y)$ ; $\overline{\Lambda IN}=\lambda k.\overline{hI}(\lambda m.\overline{N}(\lambda n.m\gamma tk))$;
$\overline{rai_{Se(}\mathit{1}\iota c)}=\lambda k.\overline{\mathit{1}1\prime I}\lambda x.X$ ; $\overline{[y]\Lambda I}=\lambda.y.\overline{\Lambda f}y$.
$\Psi(x)=x;\Psi(\lambda x.M)=\lambda x_{\perp}.\overline{\mathrm{v}I};\Psi(yV)=y\Psi(V)$ . $0$
Lemma 15 For any valuc $l^{\gamma},$ $\overline{V}\triangleright^{*}\lambda k.k\Psi(/’ V)$ .
Lemma 16 For any term $M$ and value $V,$ $\overline{\mathrm{j}1I[X.\cdot=V]}\triangleright\overline{\Lambda}/?\mathrm{X}f[.\prime 1::=\Psi(V)]$ .
Lemma 17 For any term $\mathit{1}\mathrm{t}/I$ where $k\not\in FV(M),$ $\lambda k.\overline{\wedge 1,I}k\triangleright_{\beta}\overline{\Lambda I}$ .
The $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{C}$ three lemmata c.an $\iota_{)}\mathrm{e}$ proved by straightforward induction.
Lemma 18 For any term $M$ and $N,$ $\overline{hI}[y:=\lambda m.\overline{N}(\lambda n.nlny)]=_{\beta}\overline{\lambda\prime I[y\Leftarrow N]}$.
Proof. By induction on the structure of $M$ . We show only the following case:
Case of $yM$ :
$\overline{y\Lambda f}[y:=\underline{\lambda m.\overline{N}(\lambda n.\gamma}|lny)]=\lambda k.k(\overline{f1c}[y:=\lambda m.\overline{N}(\lambda n.mn.y)]\lambda m.\overline{\mathit{1}\mathrm{v}}(\lambda n.mny))$
$=_{\beta}\lambda k.k(M[.y\underline{\Leftarrow N]\lambda m.}\overline{N}(\lambda n.rnny))$
$=_{\beta}\lambda k.k((\lambda k’.\lambda/I[y\Leftarrow N]\lambda m.\overline{N}(\lambda n.mnk’)).y)$
$=\lambda k.k(\overline{\Lambda I[y\Leftarrow N]N}.y)=\overline{.y(AlI[y\Leftarrow N]_{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{v})}=\overline{(y\wedge/\backslash [)[,y\Leftarrow N]}$. $\square$
Lemma 19 For any term $M$ and $N,$ $\overline{\mathit{1}\mathrm{Y}f}[y:=\lambda n.\Psi(V)ny]=;\Lambda(\overline{I[\tau^{r_{\Rightarrow/}}l]}$ .
Proof. By induction on the structure of $M$ . Only the following case is shown:
Case of $yM$ :
$\overline{y_{\perp}^{\eta_{/}}I}[y:=\lambda n.\Psi(V)ny]=\lambda k.k(\overline{i\iota I}y)[y:=\lambda n.\Psi(V\mathrm{I}^{n}y]$
$=\lambda k.k(^{\overline{j\iota f}}\wedge[y:=\lambda n.\Psi(V)ny](\lambda\prime l.\Psi(V)ny))$
$=_{\beta}\lambda k.k(_{\perp}\overline{1[[\tau r_{\Rightarrow]}\iota/}(\lambda n.\Psi(V)\dagger ly))$
$=_{\beta}\lambda k.k((\lambda k’.\overline{\Lambda I[V\Rightarrow y]}(\lambda n.\Psi(V)nk’))y)$
$=_{\beta}\lambda k.k((\lambda k’.(\lambda m.\overline{\Lambda I[\tau\prime\Rightarrow_{/}?]}(\lambda_{t\iota}.m\eta fi);\mathrm{I}\Psi(\}’))y)$
$=_{\beta}\lambda k.k((\lambda k’.(\lambda k/’.k^{J}’\Psi(\mathrm{I}^{f},))(\lambda m.\overline{\lrcorner\phi I[V\Rightarrow y]}(\lambda?\iota.mnk’)))y)$
$=_{\beta}\lambda k.k((\lambda k^{\prime.\overline{\mathrm{v}^{r}}}(\lambda\gamma n.\overline{hI[V\Rightarrow y]}(\lambda n.m,nk’)))y)$
$=\lambda k.k(\overline{V\Lambda I[V\Rightarrow y]}y)=y(\ddagger^{\gamma}M[V\Rightarrow y])=\overline{(y\mathit{1}fI)[V\Rightarrow y]}$. $\square$
To show the following translation $1^{)\Gamma \mathrm{O}}\mathrm{P}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$ , we place a restriction such that $\lambda_{exc}^{v}$ with
(ev3-1)’: $y(raiSeV)\triangleright_{C}^{v}Vxc$ instead of (ev3-1), for technical reasons.
Lemma 20 If $M\triangleright_{exc}^{v}N,$ then $\overline{hI}=_{\beta}\overline{N}$ .
Proof. By induction on the derivation of $M\triangleright_{cxc}N$ . We show some of the cases:
(ev5-1) $([y]M)N\triangleright_{exc}^{v}([y]\iota I)[y\Leftarrow \mathit{1}\mathrm{V}]$ :
$\overline{([y]\mathrm{J}ff)N}=\lambda k.\overline{[y]\mathrm{J},I}(\lambda m.\overline{N}(\lambda n.mnk))$
$=\lambda k.(\lambda y.\overline{\Lambda\tau}.y)(\lambda m.\overline{N}(\lambda n.mnk))$
$\triangleright_{p},$ $\lambda k.\overline{\Lambda I}[y:=\lambda m.\overline{N}(\lambda n.mnk)](\lambda m.\overline{N}(\lambda n.mnk))$
$=\lambda y_{\mathit{1}}.\overline{\mathrm{t}/I}[y:=\lambda m.\overline{N}(\lambda\prime l.\mathit{7}\mathfrak{j}\iota ny)](\lambda m.\overline{N}(\lambda’\iota.mny))$
$=_{\beta}\lambda y.(\lambda k_{\mathit{1}}.\underline{\overline{\eta_{/}I}[y\cdot.=\lambda m}.\overline{N}(\lambda n.mny)](\lambda m.\overline{\mathit{1}\mathrm{V}}(\lambda n.mnk)))y$
$=_{\beta}\lambda y.(\lambda k.M[y\Leftarrow N](\lambda m.\overline{\perp\prime \mathrm{V}}(\lambda n.mnk)))y$
$=\lambda y.\overline{(\Lambda[[y\Leftarrow N])\mathit{1}\mathrm{v}}_{y=}\overline{[y](\Lambda f[y\Leftarrow N])N}$ .
(ev5-2) $V([y]M)\triangleright_{exc}^{v}([y]\mathit{1}\uparrow I)[V\Rightarrow y]$ :
$\overline{V([y]M)}=\lambda k.\overline{V}(\lambda m.\overline{[y]_{\mathit{1}}fI}(\lambda n.mnk))$
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$=\lambda k.\overline{V}(\lambda m.(\lambda y.\overline{\Lambda/f}y)(\lambda n.mnk))$
$\triangleright_{\beta}\lambda k.\overline{V}(\lambda m.\overline{M}[y:=\lambda n.mnk]\lambda n.mnk)$
$\triangleright_{\beta}^{*}\lambda k.(\lambda k_{1}.k_{1}\Psi(V))(\lambda m.\overline{\mathit{1}\mathfrak{h},[}[y:=\lambda_{7l.mn}k]\lambda n.mnk)$
$\triangleright_{\beta}\lambda k.(\lambda m.\overline{M}[y:=\lambda n.m\uparrow lk]\lambda n.mnk)\Psi(V)$
$\triangleright_{\beta}\lambda k_{\mathit{1}}.\overline{\psi I}[y:=\lambda n.\Psi(V)nk]\lambda n.\Psi(V)nk$
$=\lambda y.\overline{M}[y:=\lambda n.\Psi(V)ny]\lambda n.\Psi(V)ny$
$=_{\beta}\lambda y.\overline{\Lambda f[V\Rightarrow y]}\lambda n.\Psi(V)ny$
$=_{\beta}\lambda y.(\lambda m.\overline{\Lambda I[V\Rightarrow y]}(\lambda n.mny))\Psi(V)$
$=_{l}’\lambda y.(\lambda k.\overline{\mathrm{L}\gamma}(\lambda m.M[V\Rightarrow.y](\lambda n.mtlk)))y$
$=\lambda y_{1}.\overline{V(\mathit{1}1I[\mathcal{V}\prime\Rightarrow y])}y=\overline{[y]\}\prime(r\Lambda[[1^{r}\Rightarrow y])}$. $\square$
Now we have confirmed the soundness of the translation in the sense tha..t equivalent
$\lambda_{\mathrm{e}’ xc}^{v}$-terms are translated into equivalent $\lambda$-terms.
Proposition 18 (Soundness of the CPS-Translation)
If we have $M=_{\epsilon xC}^{\iota}’\Lambda^{T},$ then $\overline{A(\mathrm{w}}=\mathit{0}\overline{\wedge 7\mathrm{V}\tau}$ .
The translation logicall.$\mathrm{v}$ establishes the double-negation $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}1\zeta‘\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}}$ of Kuroda.
Definition 13 (Kuroda’s Translation)
$A^{q}=A$ where $A$ is atomic: $(Aarrow B)^{\iota}\mathit{1}=A^{q}arrow\neg\neg B^{c}\mathit{1}$ .
$(_{X:}arrow 4, \Gamma)^{t}f=x:A^{q},$ $\Gamma^{q}$ ; $(y:\urcorner A, \mathrm{r})q=y:\neg 4^{c}arrow’\Gamma^{q}\mathit{1}$ . $\mathrm{O}$
Proposition 19 If we have $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{C\mathrm{r}\ulcorner}^{v}}\perp \mathrm{t}’$ [: A. tflen $\Gamma^{q}\vdash_{\lambda^{arrow}}\overline{\lambda I}$ : $\neg\neg 4^{q}\wedge\cdot$
It is also derived that $\lambda_{e.rc}’’$. is consistent in the scllse that there is no closed term $\wedge 1I$ of
$\vdash_{\lambda_{exc}}\Lambda I$ $:\perp$ , and hence no closed term of the form $raiSe(\iota I)$ either.
8 $\lambda_{Cxc}^{\mathrm{t}^{\tau}}$. with Signature
From $\mathrm{t},\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}$ programming side we extend $\lambda_{\epsilon’\tau c}^{\iota}$ with a signature. The signature is used to
introduce constants or to declare global $\mathrm{v}\mathrm{a}\Gamma \mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$)$\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}$ , such as exception constructors (names
of exceptions) in flIL or special $\tau^{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}1$ ) $1_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{s}}$ in LISP. In the following, the ternl $[c]M$ is
treated as a packet which can be $0_{1}\supset \mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ by a reduction. $\mathrm{t}^{\mathit{1}}\backslash r_{\mathrm{t}}1$ show that $\lambda_{cxc}^{v}$ with a certain
signature can $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}1\zeta‘ 1\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{C}(\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{m}1$) $\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\zeta‘ 1\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}$ of type-free $\lambda$-calculus.
$\lambda_{exc}^{lJ}+^{\underline{\nabla}}$ :
$A::=\alpha|\perp|Aarrow\wedge 4$ :
$\Gamma::=\langle\rangle|x:A,$ $\Gamma|y:\neg A,$ $\Gamma$ ; $\Sigma::=\langle\rangle|c:A,$ $\nabla-$ :
$M::=x|c|\lambda x.M|yM|\perp lIM|raise(M)|[‘ y]\lambda I|[c]M$ ;
$V::=x|c|\lambda x.M|yV|cV$ ;
$\Gamma\vdash_{\Sigma}c.$ : $(_{C)}$ $\Gamma\vdash_{\Sigma}x$ : $\Gamma(x)$
$\frac{\Gamma\vdash_{\underline{\nabla}_{\wedge}}\psi I\cdot.\wedge 4}{\Gamma\vdash_{\nablaarrow/}\iota\wedge\prime\backslash I\cdot\perp}.i.f\Gamma(y)\equiv\neg A\not\equiv\neg\perp$
$. \frac{\Gamma,x.A.\vdash\underline{\nabla}_{\wedge}\mathfrak{h},I\cdot B}{\Gamma\vdash\Sigma\lambda x_{\perp}\mathrm{t},I.\wedge 4arrow B}.\cdot(arrow I)$ $. \frac{\Gamma\vdash_{\underline{\nabla}}\Lambda I1\cdot A4arrow B\mathrm{r}\vdash_{\underline{\nabla}}M_{2}.A}{\Gamma\vdash_{\underline{\nabla}\perp}\prime\iota\tau_{1\mathit{1}}\lambda\prime I2\cdot B}.\cdot(arrow E)$
$\frac{\Gamma\vdash_{\underline{\nabla}}\mathit{1}\backslash f.\perp}{\Gamma\vdash\Sigma\uparrow\cdot aise(\lambda I)\cdot\wedge 4}..if\wedge 4\not\equiv\perp$ $. \frac{\Gamma,y_{}.\neg \mathrm{s}4.\vdash\Sigma\lambda I.A}{\Gamma\vdash\Sigma[\iota/]\mathit{1}1I\cdot\wedge 4}.\cdot(exc)$
$\frac{\Gamma\vdash_{\underline{\nabla}\mathit{1}}\mathrm{t}^{\gamma}I.A}{\Gamma\vdash_{\underline{\nabla}}[cJ]\Lambda I\cdot A}..(Exc)if\Sigma(c)\equiv\neg A$
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$(\lambda x.M)\mathrm{I},\prime r\triangleright_{cxc}^{\mathrm{t})}M[x:=V]$ ;
$V$ ( $raiSe$ Al) $\triangleright_{cxc}^{v}$ (raise $*\eta,I$ ); (raise $\dot{\overline{M}}$ ) $N^{\vee}\triangleright_{exc}^{\tau}|(rai_{S}eM)$ :
$y(rai_{Se}M)\triangleright_{cxc}^{v}M$ ; $y([y_{1}]\lambda I)\triangleright_{\epsilon xc}^{v}yM[y_{1}:=y]$ ;
$[y]M\triangleright_{\epsilon xc}^{v}M$ if $y\not\in FV(M)$ ; $[y](\uparrow\cdot aiSeyM)\triangleright_{cxc}^{v}[y]M$ ;
$([y]M)N\triangleright_{\epsilon x\mathrm{r}}^{v}$ . $[y]((M[‘ y\Leftarrow l\mathrm{V}])N)$ ; $V([y]_{\mathit{1}\iota}I)\triangleright_{\epsilon xc}^{v}[y](\}^{7}(\wedge \mathrm{h}I[V\Rightarrow y]))$;
(ev6-1) $[c](rai_{Se}cV)\triangleright_{\epsilon xc}^{v}V$ ;
(ev6-2) $[c](?\cdot aisec’V)\triangleright_{exC}^{U}$ . raise $c’V$ if $c\not\equiv c’$ ; (ev6-3) $[c].l’\triangleright_{\mathrm{c}xc}^{U}$ V.
Since the occurrence $c$ in $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{c}^{1}\sim$ definition of the reduction rules is treated as if it were
a global variable, we computationally call $(Exc)$ a rule $0,\mathrm{f}$ global $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{C}$) $1^{)}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ handling. In
terms of $ML$ , let exception $\mathrm{c}$ of A in $\mathrm{M}$ handle $(\mathrm{c}\mathrm{x})=>\mathrm{x}$ end may -be regarded
as the term $[c:\neg A]M$ rather than $[y:\neg 4\wedge]M^{8}$ . Among the reduction rules, (ev6-1) is
essentially used for encoding type-free $\lambda$-calculus in the next subsection.
8.1 Computational Use of “Inconsistency”
We show that the $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{1}$) $\mathrm{t}\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\triangleright_{\beta_{\mathrm{V}}}$. in type free $\lambda$-calculus can be simulated in $\lambda_{cxc}^{v}$
with the following signature. This simulation would be regarded as a computational use
of logical inconsistency.
Definition 14 ( $lam$ and cxpp)
Let $\star$ be $(aarrow\alpha)arrow\alphaarrow\alpha$ . Let $\Sigma_{(}$ be $E:\neg(\stararrow\star)$ . Let $F$ be $\lambda x_{1}x2\cdot X_{2}$ and $id$ be $\lambda a\cdot..\tau$ .
$la\gamma n=\lambda_{Tv.t}.ai_{S}e(Ex)$ : $(\stararrow\star)arrow\star$ : $app=\lambda_{I_{1^{X}2}}.([E]F(I_{1}id))\backslash \tau_{2}$ : $\stararrow\stararrow\star$ . $\mathrm{O}$
For a $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\ln$ of type free $\lambda$-calculus:
$M::=x|\lambda_{\backslash }\tau.M|$ MM
the following encoding into $\star$ is defined by using $lam$ and $ap\mathit{1}:$).
Definition 15 (Encoding of Type-Free $\lambda$-Calculus in $\lambda_{\epsilon rc}^{\mathrm{t}}’+\Sigma$ )$e$
$\lceil\rceil$ : $Termsarrow\star$ is defined as follows:
$\lceil x\rceil=x$ ; $\lceil\lambda x.M\rceil=lom(\lambda_{T}\backslash \cdot\lceil_{\perp}lI1)$ ; $\lceil\Lambda IN\rceil=app\lceil \mathit{1}\mathrm{V}I\rceil\lceil N\rceil$ . $\mathrm{O}$
Proposition 20 Let $V$ be a value. $i.e.$ , a variable or a $\lambda$ -abstraction.
(1) $\lceil M[x:=N]\rceil\equiv\lceil M\rceil[x:=\lceil N\rceil]$ .
(2) $\lceil V\rceil$ is also a value.
(3) $app(la??\tau(V\mathrm{I})\triangleright_{\epsilon x}^{U*}C^{\cdot}\lambda v.l’\iota’$ where $v$ is fresh.
(4) If we have $M\triangleright_{\beta_{\mathrm{t}}}$ . $N$ in the type-free $\lambda_{v}$ -calculus \‘a la $l^{Plot’/}\mathit{5}\mathit{1}\cdot tllCn\lceil_{\Delta}\uparrow[\rceil\triangleright_{exc}^{v*}\lceil\Lambda^{\mathrm{Y}}$)$\rceil-$ in
$\lambda_{ei\Gamma C}^{1^{1}}.+\Sigma_{C}$ .
Proof. We verif.$\mathrm{Y}$ only (4):
$\lceil(\lambda_{X}.M)\mathrm{v}^{V}1\equiv app(la7’?(\lambda a\cdot.\lceil M\rceil))\lceil V\rceil\equiv app(\lambda\iota’.t\cdot \mathrm{c}lise(E(\lambda x.\lceil\wedge\prime \mathrm{t}I\rceil)))\lceil\}’\rceil\triangleright_{cxc}^{\iota’}([E]F(?\cdot aiSe(E(\lambda a\cdot.\lceil M\rceil)))$
$\triangleright_{cT}^{8^{1}}c([E]raisc(E(\lambda x.\lceil M\rceil)))\lceil \mathrm{V}^{r}\rceil\triangleright_{txc}^{\mathrm{t}^{1}},(\lambda\backslash \tau.\lceil M\rceil)\lceil 7’\rceil\triangleright_{\epsilon’\cdot c}^{l^{1}}\lceil M\rceil[\backslash ’\iota’:=\lceil \mathrm{V}’\rceil]\equiv\lceil \mathrm{i}\iota I[x:=V]\rceil$ . $\square$
In the above proof, (ev6-1) with the $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}- 1\supset.\mathrm{Y}$-value $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{1}$) $1\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}$tion is essentially $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}^{1}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{S}_{C\mathrm{u}\mathrm{i}}‘ \mathrm{y}$.
For instance, Turing’s fixed point combinator $Y\equiv(\lambda xf.f(Xx.f))\lambda_{Tt}...f(TXf)$ can be silnu-
lated as $\lceil\iota\prime’V1\triangleright_{C?}^{\mathrm{i}J\mathrm{x}}.c\lceil \mathrm{t}^{r}(Y\mathfrak{s}/)r1$ for any $V$ . This encoding would be regarded as a $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{Y}\mathrm{r}1$ ) $\mathrm{a}1^{\sim}\mathrm{t}$
of [Li1195] that simulates recursive types with exceptions of $ML$ .
Now the system $\lambda_{exc}^{v}$ with the signature $1$) $\mathrm{t}^{1}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}$ logically inconsistent, so that $\lambda*$
with Girard’s paradox [Coq86] [Howe87] can also be interpreted in this system by a similar
method. Of course, this $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ is $\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{s}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{b}1_{\mathrm{C}}$ in $\lambda_{C1}^{1}.’..$(. with empty signatures, which is
logically consistent.
8See also footnote 4.
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9 Comparison with Related Work
We briefly compare $\lambda_{exc}^{U}$ with some of the existing $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}-\mathrm{I}$)$.\mathrm{v}$-value styles: $\lambda_{exn}^{-}$ of de $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}[\mathrm{G}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}95]$ ,
and $\lambda_{c}$ of $\mathrm{F}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}[\mathrm{F}\mathrm{F}\mathrm{K}\mathrm{D}86][\mathrm{F}\mathrm{H}92]$ . The $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{n}$ reveals some similarities and dis-
tinctions between them.
9.1 Relation to $\lambda_{exn}^{-}$ of de Groote
Based on classical $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ logic, P.de Groote [Groo95] introduced the simply
typed $\lambda$-calculus $\lambda_{cxn}^{-}$ for $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}^{r}/_{\mathrm{J}\mathrm{i}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ the exception-handling mechanism as in $ML$ . At
first appearance, $\lambda_{exc}^{v}$ is a small subsystem of $\lambda_{CT?}^{arrow}$ }’ and the two systems seem similar;
however, quite different $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}_{c}‘ \mathrm{l},\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{t}^{1}$ reduction rules aue used in $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}$ .
In the following, we consider a simplified version of $\lambda_{\epsilon xn}^{-}$ [Groo95]. The term is defined
by two distinct variables, $x$ ( $\lambda$-variables) and $y(\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}^{)}1)\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ variables only with negation
type):
$M::=x|y|\lambda.\tau.M|\lambda IM|$ (raise $M$) $|\langle y.M|.x.h\tau\rangle$ .
The value is defined as follows:
$V::=x|\lambda.\tau.M|.yV$ .
The typing rules are $(arrow I),$ $(arrow E),$ $(\perp E)$ , and the $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}1_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{W}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}}1\mathrm{l}$ excluded middle.
$. \frac{\Gamma,\iota J\cdot\neg 4\wedge\vdash\Lambda I\cdot B\Gamma,\backslash \gamma...A\vdash\Lambda f^{\tau}\cdot B}{\Gamma\vdash\langle y.\Lambda I|X.i\backslash ^{r}\rangle B}.\cdot$
.
The reduction rules9 $\mathfrak{c}‘\iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\triangleright_{d_{1}}.,$ $(\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}}\mathrm{t})$ (i.e., ev2-2), $(\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}_{\mathrm{i}})\mathrm{I}g\mathrm{h}1$ (i.e., ev2-1), and
$(\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e})\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{n}_{\mathrm{P}^{1\mathrm{e}}}:\langle y.V|x.N\rangle\triangleright_{exn}\mathrm{t},\prime \mathrm{i}r\mathrm{f}.y\not\in FV(V)$ ;
$(\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}/\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}):\langle y.(\uparrow\cdot aisC.yV)|x.N\rangle\triangleright_{exn}\langle y.N[x:=\tau\eta|x.N\rangle$ :
$(\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}|_{(^{\backslash }}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{t}):V\langle y.M|x.N\rangle\triangleright_{\epsilon x\cdot,\iota}\langle$ $y.VM|X.$V-V $\rangle$ ;
$(\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}_{\Gamma \mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\iota}1\mathrm{t}):\langle y.M|x.N\rangle O\triangleright_{cxn}\langle y.\Lambda Io|x.No\rangle$.
Now we have the following natural translation from $\lambda_{e\tau n}^{-}$ to $\lambda_{c.cc}^{v}$ .
Definition 16 (Translation from $\lambda_{cxn}^{arrow}$ to $\lambda_{exc}^{v}$ )
$(x)^{\mathrm{o}}=x$ ; $(y)^{\mathrm{o}}=\lambda k_{\mathrm{n}}.yk$ ; $(\lambda:\iota\cdot.M)^{\mathrm{o}}=\lambda.\tau.M^{\mathrm{o}}$ ;
$(MN)^{\mathrm{o}}=\Lambda I^{\mathrm{O}}N^{\circ}f$ $($ raise $\mathit{1}1I)^{\mathrm{o}}=" ai_{\mathit{8}}e\wedge\eta I^{\mathrm{o}}$ ; $(\langle y.\mathit{1}\backslash I|x.N\rangle)^{\mathrm{o}}=[‘ y’](\lambda y.\mathit{1}\iota I^{\mathrm{O}})(\lambda X.y^{;}N\mathrm{o})$. $\mathrm{O}$
Proposition 21 If we have $\Gamma\vdash- lI$ : $A$ in $\lambda_{(Il}^{arrow}...,$ , then $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{cx}^{v}},$ $\Lambda I^{\mathrm{o}}$ : $A$ .
Lemma 21 If we have $M\triangleright_{\mathrm{t}\mathfrak{l}?}.,$ $N$ in $\lambda_{x\gamma 1}^{-}‘$ ’ then $\Lambda I^{\mathrm{o}}=_{\epsilon \mathrm{z}\cdot c}^{v}\Lambda\tau_{\mathrm{O}}$ .
The above proposition and lemma can be proved by straightforwaud induction. In
terms of the inverse translation, $\lambda_{e7c}^{l}’.\cdot$ can be regarded as a fragment of $\lambda_{\epsilon xn}^{arrow}$ . However,
(ev5-1) and (ev5-2) could not $|$) $\mathrm{c}$ interpreted in $\lambda_{cx\uparrow}^{arrow},$ . $(\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}_{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}(}\tau)$ and ( $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}_{\Gamma}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\}\iota()$ are
simple permutative reductions. On the other hand, (ev5-1) and (ev5-2) are types of
$1)\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$ , but the segment, in terms of [Praw65], is separated, and we have to shift
the lower rule up to both the immediately higher one and the separated ones.
Definition 17 (Translation from $\lambda_{C}^{\mathrm{t})}.xc$ to $\lambda_{\epsilon xn}^{-}$ )
$(x)^{+}=.\tau\cdot$ ; $(\lambda x.M)+=\lambda x_{\perp}.\mathrm{t},I^{+};$ $(MN)^{+}=M^{+_{A}}\mathrm{V}^{+},\cdot$
$(yM)^{+}=yM^{+};$ $($ raise $M)^{+}=7^{\cdot}aiseM^{+};$ $([.y]M)^{+}=\langle y_{\mathit{1}}.1I^{+}|x.x\rangle$ . $\mathrm{O}$
9Here, we take an important subset of the reduction rules from the original $\lambda_{exn}^{arrow}$ to discuss the relation.
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Proposition 22 If we have $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{\Gamma T}^{2}c},M:_{\wedge}4$ , then $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{e\tau n}^{arrow}}\Lambda I^{+}$ : $A$ .
Comparing with (ev4-1), (ev4-2), and $(\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}_{\mathrm{q}}\mathrm{i}\mathfrak{m}\iota)|\mathrm{e}),$ $(\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}/\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e})$, the latter rules
are restricted to a $\mathrm{v}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{e}^{1}$ . This $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}}}$. to a value breaks down the Church-Rosser
property. For example, $([y]x_{1})x_{2}$ leads to $x_{1\backslash }\tau_{2}$ and $[1/]_{X_{1}x}2$ in $\lambda_{\epsilon\tau c}^{v}$ under the restriction,
and similarly in $\lambda_{t^{}Tn}^{arrow}$ . In contrast, the value restriction makes it $1$) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$ to simulate
(ev4-1) and (ev4-2) by the rules of Felleisen’s $\lambda_{c}\mathrm{a}8$ described in the next subsectioll.
9.2 Relation to Felleisen’s $\lambda_{c}$.
We compare $\lambda_{exc}^{v}$ with a variant of $\lambda_{c}$ of Felleisen11. We observe that the computation
rules in $\lambda_{c}$ are $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{Y}}$. to $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}_{\ln}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}$ some of the compatible rules in $\lambda_{cxc}^{v12}$ .
According to observations in [RS94], we consider a variant of $\lambda_{c}$ as follows. The terms
and values are defined as usual.
$M::=x|\lambda x.M|$ MM $|\mathcal{F}M$
The reduction rules $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\triangleright,\cdot;_{\mathrm{t}’},$ $(F_{L}),$ $(F_{R}),\dot{c}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{d}(F_{\ell_{\mathit{0}_{\mathit{1}}}})J$ as follows:
$(F_{\Gamma r}):(\mathcal{F}M)N\triangleright_{c}\mathcal{F}(\lambda k.M(\lambda f.k(f.\wedge\prime \mathrm{V})))$: $(F_{R}):V(\mathcal{F}\Lambda I)\triangleright_{c}\mathcal{F}(\lambda k.M(\lambda f.k(Vf)))$ :
$(F_{top}):\mathcal{F}_{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{t}I\triangleright_{c}\mathcal{F}(\lambda k.M(\lambda f..kf.))$ .
The operator $\mathcal{F}$ has the type $\neg\neg Aarrow\wedge 4$ , which is a variant of and c.an be defined by
Felleisen’s $C$ , see [RS94]. In addition, the computation rule is $(F_{T}):\mathcal{F}\lambda f\triangleright\tau M\lambda x.x$ , which
is $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}$)$\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ only at the top-level.
Definition 18 (Translation from $\lambda_{c}$ to $\lambda_{CTc}^{1)}$ )
$\underline{x}=x$ : $\underline{\lambda_{\backslash }\prime I^{\cdot}.\mathit{1}^{7}1,I}=\lambda_{T\underline{l}}.\cdot.\iota I$ ; $i?,I_{1}\Lambda I_{2}=\underline{\mathit{1}\iota\tau_{1}}\underline{\angle\psi I_{2}}$: $\underline{\mathcal{F}_{\angle}\prime\dagger I}=[y]rai!se,(\underline{\Lambda\tau}(\lambda x.yX))$. $\mathrm{O}$
Proposition 23 If $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{c}}\wedge’\mathrm{t}I:-4$ , then $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{c}^{8J}T\mathrm{r}}\underline{\Lambda I}$ $:\wedge 4$ .
$\mathrm{W}^{\gamma}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}$ regard to the reduction rules, $(F_{\ell \mathit{0}_{l^{)}}})$ can be translated such that $\mathcal{F}(\lambda k.M(\lambda f.kf))=$
$[y]\uparrow.aiSC-((\lambda k.\underline{\phi I}(\lambda f.kf))\lambda.\tau\cdot.y\backslash \tau)\triangleright_{e.\Gamma r}^{l^{\backslash }\mathrm{x}}.[y]\Gamma aise(\underline{\wedge l[}(\lambda f.yf))=\underline{\mathcal{F}_{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{t}I}$ . $\mathrm{H}_{0\backslash \mathrm{V}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{Y}}Y\overline{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r},(F_{L})\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}(F_{R}}$)
could not be simulated in $\lambda_{(Tc}^{1)}.$ . The reason may be explained $\mathrm{I}$)$.\mathrm{v}$ the definition of $(\mathrm{c}^{\mathrm{Y}}1r5- 1)$
and (ev5-2). Ill the definition, the permutations $[y\Leftarrow N]$ and $[N\Rightarrow y]$ can be replaced
with the substitutions $[y:=\lambda x.y(xN)]$ and $[\iota/:=\lambda_{X_{}y}.(f\mathrm{V}x)]$ , respectively (denoted by
(ev5-1’), (ev5-2’) $)$ . Then $(F_{f_{\lrcorner}})\mathrm{d}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}(F_{R})$ can be $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ in $\lambda_{\kappa’ ffc}^{\iota}|.$ . In a call-by-name syS-
ten], the above replacement gives no mismatch, $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{e}$ we have $M[\iota/:=\lambda x.y(xN)]\triangleright\backslash \mathrm{x}\beta^{\mathit{1}}[[l/\Rightarrow$
$N]$ and $M[y:=\lambda x.‘ y(N_{X})]\triangleright_{j}^{*},\cdot M[N\Rightarrow y]$ . However, in a $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}1-\mathrm{b}\mathrm{y}-\mathrm{v}\mathrm{a}1_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{C}}$ system, the situation
is not exactl.$\mathrm{v}$, the same. We do not know whether the $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{s}- \mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\dot{\mathrm{i}}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}}$ in section 4 can
also $|$) $\mathrm{e}$ established, even with (ev5-1’) and (ev5-2’).
A proof of double-negation elimination is used to interpret $\mathcal{F}$ in the above and $C$ in
[Groo94]. We often adopt the following operational semantics $[\mathrm{F}\mathrm{F}\mathrm{K}\mathrm{D}86][\mathrm{F}\mathrm{H}9\mathit{2}]:\mathcal{E}[C\lambda’[]\triangleright$
$M(\lambda x.A(\mathcal{E}[x]))$ . This rewriting rule can be simulated in part by a proof of Peirce’s law
$\mathcal{P}_{1}$ , instead of a double-negation elimination. $\mathrm{C}^{\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ the case $\lambda I$ of $\lambda k.\mathcal{E}’[kV]$ where
$k\not\in FV(\mathcal{E}’[V])$ . Then $\mathcal{E}[C\lambda k.\mathcal{E}’[kV]]\triangleright^{*}\mathcal{E}’[A(\mathcal{E}[\mathrm{I},r]))]\triangleright^{*}\mathcal{E}[\mathcal{V}’]$ , and $\mathcal{E}[\mathcal{P}_{1}\lambda k.\mathcal{E}’[kV]]\triangleright_{cx}^{v*}C$
$\mathcal{E}[[y]\mathcal{E}’[?\cdot ai_{\mathit{8}e()]]}yV\triangleright_{C\mathrm{p}}^{U}*.\cdot c\mathcal{E}[[.y]_{\Gamma}ai\mathit{8}e(yV)]\triangleright ev*xC[y]raise(y\mathcal{E}[V])\triangleright_{CT}^{v*}\mathcal{E}[c]V$ . When $k\not\in FV(M)$ ,
we have that $\mathcal{E}[C\lambda k.M]\triangleright^{*}M$ , and $\mathcal{E}[P_{1}\lambda k.M]\triangleright_{xC}^{v*}‘.\mathcal{E}[\mathrm{i}l\eta$ . In this sense, $P_{1}$ behaves like
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}/\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}$ , for instance see [HDM93], rather than $C$ .
Definition 19 (Translation from $\lambda_{exc}^{v}$ to $\lambda_{c}$ )
$\langle x\rangle=x$ ; $\langle\lambda x.M\rangle=\lambda x.\langle\Lambda I\rangle$ ; $\langle_{\mathit{1}}\mathrm{V}I_{1^{\phi}}I_{2}\rangle=\langle\Lambda I_{1}\rangle\langle\phi I_{2}.\rangle$;
$\langle y\lambda f\rangle=y\langle M\rangle$ ; $\langle rai_{Se}M\rangle=\mathcal{F}(\lambda v.\langle M\rangle)$ ; $\langle[y]M\rangle=\mathcal{F}(\lambda y.y\langle M\rangle)$ . $\mathrm{O}$
$1\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}$ restriction seems to be not essential in $\lambda_{exn}^{arrow}$ , by personal communication from P.de Groote.
11 See also 4.3.3. with respect to a call-by-name version of $\lambda_{c}$ .
12Of course, any reduction rule in $\lambda_{exc}^{v}$. is $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{1^{)\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}}}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$ .
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Proposition 24 If $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{exc}^{v}}M:A$ , then $\Gamma\vdash_{\lambda_{\mathrm{r}}}\langle \mathit{1}\mathrm{Y}I\rangle$ : $A$ .
With respect to the reduction rules, (ev2-1) and (ev2-2) $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}$ be simulated by $(F_{I_{J}})$
and $(F_{R})$ , respectively. In contrast, the compatible rules (ev4-1) and (ev4-2) with the
restriction to a value, as mentioned in the previous subsection, can be simulated by
the use of the $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}- \mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\uparrow$ )$\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}(F_{T})$ . $\lambda_{c}$ can simulate (ev5-1’) and (ev5-2’), but with
a value restriction such that the term before the reduction has the form $([.y]V)N$ and
$V([y]V’),$ respCCtivel.v. Finally, the remaining rules (ev3-1) and (ev3-2) with the value
restriction of $(y[y_{1}]V)$ can be simulated in $\lambda_{c}$ by using the following reduction rule $(F_{R}’’)$ :
$y(\mathcal{F}M)\triangleright M(\lambda x.yx)$ , where the type of $y$ is of the form $\neg A$ . This rule is a $\mathrm{s}_{1}$) $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}1$ form
of $C_{R}’’$ in Barbanera and Berardi [BB93]. Here, $\iota/(\mathcal{F}_{\wedge}1I)\triangleright_{ex\cdot c^{\underline{\mathit{1}}}}^{\iota’*}\psi\tau\lambda X.y\backslash \tau$. Moreover, using
$(F_{to_{\mathit{1}^{)}}})$ and $(F_{R}’’)$ , we have that $\langle\underline{\mathcal{F}\mathit{1}\backslash I}\rangle=\langle_{\underline{-}}\}I\rangle$ . We 1 $0$ have $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}_{\epsilon}‘\iota \mathrm{t}\langle[\iota/]V\rangle\triangleright_{Cff}^{\iota \mathrm{X}}.’\cdot c[y]\underline{\langle V\rangle}$ , and
$\langle$raise $M\rangle$ $\triangleright_{t\mathrm{J}(}^{I}).*.$ . raise $\underline{\langle\lambda \text{ }I\rangle}$ . $\mathrm{F}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\ln$ the above observations, $\lambda_{\epsilon’ xc}^{l}$ with the value restrictions
and $\lambda_{c}$ with $(F_{R}’’)$ have, in some sense, an isolnorphism with respect to conversions.
10 Concluding Remarks
We have shown a simple natural deduction $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\ln\lambda_{\epsilon xc}$ of classical $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}_{1^{)}}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{b}^{\tau}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ logic$\cdot$
according to our observations of $LJK$ proofs in sequent $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}$. $\backslash \eta_{\mathrm{c}}^{\tau},1$ have proved proof
theoretical and computational properties of $\lambda_{\epsilon xc}$ . The Church-Rosser property and the
Strong $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}r/_{I}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}}$ hold in the calculus, and there is an isomorphism between $\lambda_{cxc}$ and
$\lambda_{l^{l}}$ with respect to conversions. We have shown that from the existence of $LJK$ prooffi
there is a strict fragment of $\lambda_{\mathrm{c}xc}$ , which is colnplete with respect to $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\dot{c}\iota \mathrm{S}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ provability and
would serve as a standard form of classical $1^{)\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{s}$ . Here, we $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}$)$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ that the invariant
to be applied by the right $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}(.\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ rules, in $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\ln$ of sequent calculus, computationally
corresponds to the type of $\epsilon^{\mathrm{Y}}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}_{1^{)}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}1$ parameter, and the tvpe can be specified as a
strictly positive subformula with respect $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}arrow \mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\wedge$ . Such a simple fragment is also
available in other $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}$ , like $\lambda_{l}\iota,$ $\lambda_{cx\cdot(}^{-}$. [Groo95], etc. Moreover, this fragment would
serve as a useful guide to writing programs as classical $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{s}$ .
We also have provided the $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}- \mathrm{b}\mathrm{y}$-valtc calculus, $\lambda_{\epsilon:1}|$) $.C’\rceil$) $\Re \mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ on classical $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}\Re \mathrm{i}\iota \mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}1$
logic. There is a strict fragment of the form $\wedge\prime M_{\zeta’}$ in $\lambda_{e\cdot\tau c}^{v},$ $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{h}$ would represent $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}^{\backslash }$
standard form of $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}- \mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{g}_{1)\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{b}^{\tau}}}.\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}$ . We also observed that ever.$\mathrm{v}$ strictly positive snbformnla
with respect $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}arrow \mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}$ be the type of value to be $1)_{\dot{\zeta}}11\mathrm{q}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}^{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}}$ on, $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{h}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{s}}$ it possible to
$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}_{1})1\mathrm{c}^{1}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ a simple exit $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{m}}$ . To lnodel the $\mathrm{c}^{\tau}\mathrm{X}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{C}1$ )$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}$ -handling of $\perp 1IL$ , we have
extended $\lambda_{(\gamma\cdot c}^{l’}$. with a signature, so that the $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{1}$) $\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ of $\mathrm{t}.\mathrm{v}_{1^{)\mathrm{C}}}$-free $\lambda$-calculus can $|$) $\mathrm{e}$
simulated in it.
To find similarit.v $\mathrm{b}_{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{t}\Re^{\gamma}$(ICII $\lambda_{c}|i.IC$ and $\lambda_{c}$ , we $1$) $\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ a value restriction on $\lambda_{\Gamma}^{\eta}’\tau c$ . The notion
of values has to be reconsidered. The $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\ln$ of the $\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n},yV$ is regarded as a value following
de $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}[\mathrm{G}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}95]$ , which is based on $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{I}11\mathrm{C}$ analogy of $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{t}\cdot \mathrm{C}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$ in $ML$ . However, the
mechanisnl of exception handling in $\lambda_{ex\prime l}^{-}$ and $\lambda_{\mathrm{C}Tc}^{\mathrm{t}}’$. is different from that in $ML$ , which
has great $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}1]_{)}1\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ to the global exception in $\lambda_{cx\cdot c}^{\mathit{1}}+^{\underline{\nabla}}$ . A simple exit mechanisnl
can be implemented mainlv $1\supset \mathrm{y}$ (ev4-1) and (ev4-2). Here, in (ev4-2): $[y](\uparrow\cdot ai_{Se}y_{\perp}^{l|I)}\triangleright$
$[y]\Lambda l$ , the term $\wedge\prime lI$ that is $\mathrm{p}\zeta‘\iota \mathrm{S}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{d}$ on and is an argument of $y$ is not $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}\cdot \mathrm{t}\mathrm{G}\mathrm{d}$ to a value
for establishing the Church-Rosser $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}_{1}\mathrm{J}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}^{13}$. Without the loss of the Church-Rosser
property, this observation may lead to the $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ of another point such that $y\lambda I$ is a
value instead of $yV$ . Nevertheless, the CPS-translation of $\lambda_{exc}$-terms is also obtained more
13Instead of (ev4-2), if we had $[y](raisey\mathrm{t}^{7}/)\triangleright[y]\mathrm{t}^{\gamma}$, then $([y](’\cdot ai_{9e}.yx\mathrm{l})).\tau_{2}\triangleright^{*}[\mathrm{t}](raiS\epsilon\prime y(x_{1}X_{2}))$ and
$x_{1}x_{2}$ (not confluent).
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easily with a minor modification, and moreover, we can obtain that $\overline{M}\triangleright_{\beta}^{*}\overline{N}$ if $M\triangleright_{eT(}^{\mathrm{t})}$ . $N$
without (ev5-1) and (cv5-2)14.
Besides the Strong Normalization of $\lambda_{exc}^{\iota}’$ , there are other problems to be considered.
$\lambda_{ex}^{v}‘.+\Sigma_{e}$ can interpret $\lambda*\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}$ in subsection 8.1. In turn, similar to the CPS-translation in
section 7, we can obtain that if $\Gamma\vdash_{\underline{\nabla}_{c}}M$ : $A$ in $\lambda_{ex\mathrm{r}}^{v}.\cdot+\Sigma_{c}$ , then $\Gamma^{q}\vdash M’$ : $\neg\neg 4^{q}\wedge$ in $\lambda*$ ,
where the constant $E$ in $\underline{\nabla}\epsilon$ can be interpreted using the proof of Girard’s paradox of the
type $\perp\equiv\Pi x:*.X.\cdot$ Here, is there a translation such that if $M\triangleright_{\epsilon xc}^{v}N$ in $\lambda_{6\mathrm{J}c}^{1^{1}}.+\Sigma_{C}$ , then
$Tr(M)=_{\beta}\tau r(N)$ in $\lambda*?$ Th.e positive answer $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}.\mathrm{S}\mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{w}}$ simulation of the $Y$ combinatorin $\lambda*$ .
Recently, we have beconle aware of the work by Ong and Stewart [OS97]. They ex-
tensively studied a $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}1-$]$|$)$\mathrm{y}-\mathrm{V}\mathrm{a}1_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}}1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ lahguage based on a $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}1_{-}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{y}$ -value variant
of Parigot’s $\lambda_{l^{l-\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}}}1\mathrm{t}\cdot \mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{S}[\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}92]$ . We also have to rel.ate their work to our.s, since the call-
by-name version $\lambda_{\epsilon xc}$ is $\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{O}}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{P}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}$ to $\lambda_{l}\iota$-calculus.
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